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Klappan's 
future 
in limbo 
The future o f  the Gul 
Canada anthracite coal proJec 
a t  Mount  K lappan 30( 
ldlometers north of Terrace t 
now in doubt. 
For more than two years GUt 
has been Intensively sear~hlnl 
for secure markets tomake long 
term purchasing commitment 
for the low acid coal. In an inter 
view. last week, a puhllc affair. 
officer for the company sat( 
Gulf's efforts have met with lit. 
f i e  sUccess. 
Ash Bheslu, speaking fron 
Gulf's head office in Calgary 
said the company is still aetivel] 
attempting to market he prod. 
uctbut has failed so far to ge~ 
com~tmcots hat would jmtif! 
the inVestment required toi~sta~ 
ihe mine up, Gulf Isalso lo.okinl 
• around for a |oiht~venture 0! 
equity pmtnership, Bhasin sam 
~ .... i buLto date has received no ae 
;~ ceptable proposals. 
In a presentation made durini 
May 1986 in Terrace, Gulf rep. 
resentative Gerry Childs said 
• .:. that if markets and the required 
regulatory approvals were ob. 
f 
tained the mine would be pro. 
ducing within two years. At that 
time Gulf had placed high hopes 
on the Korean domestic heating 
market, where homes are heated 
by sdrtight stoves burning ~Hn- 
drical coal hriquettes. 
Childs estimated the total 
world market for anthracite at 
about 3,S~,000 tom per year, 
but he was uncertain at that time 
how much of the market Gulf 
would be able to penetrate. He 
i!did note that anthradte reserves 
of major world suppliers were 
on the decline at that time. 
Bhasln stated, however, that 
Gulf has given up on the ]Korean 
market and is now concentrating 
on Canada and Europe. Two 
years ago it was suggested that 
there might be a market for the 
low-pollution coal In eastern 
Canada, where power plants 
burn large volumes of acid, 
produdng bituminous cosl, but 
Bhmdn said there has been Uttie 
or no interest expressed by east. 
ern Canadian utility companies. 
Gulf has put ~ millions of 
dollars, into explondion and 
~development on the Mount 
K happen project. They estimate 
that If the mine gets off the 
Ipround it will produce I .S  
million tons of anthmdte an. 
nuttily for 20 yemm and provide 
~00 Jobs. • 
Nnmsln todd there b currently, 
no activity on the rite, ~ witln t 
atretsker bdnl the only oecu. 
pUt at tim camp. 
I 
There's nothing new about a computor, but with this one you don't play games. It's the computer used by the 
RCMP in tracking down lost or stolen bicycles and these 2nd Kitsumgallum Guides recently took a close look 
while on a guided tour of the Terrace RCMPstatlon with Constable Fage.. 
Scholarship scores down, appeal eyed 
TERRACE ~ The final chapter 
ts m - -  the scholarship results - -  
and Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School principal~ Bill Sturn says 
there is little to be said until the 
results of an appeal are re- 
turned. 
Sturn said earlier this month 
that the results of January gov- 
ernment exams, written during 
the teachers' trike, were disap- 
pointing. 
After a promise by the Minis- 
try of Education to adjucate the 
results, they came back• with the 
comment that Caledonia stu- 
dents "did as well as would 
normally be expected". But 
Sturn said their comment was 
as the best ever by the school. 
And, with past performance a 
matter of recorded history, said 
the class of '89 had the same 
potential or better. 
But in January, 1988, 25 
scholarship students achieved 
Standard Ministerial Scores 
(SMS) of 600 or better. This 
year~ there were five. SMS is a 
raw score o f  scholarship and 
government exam results. To 
fulfill the requirements for a 
$1,000 provincial scholarship 
students must earn a minimum 
total score of 1,710 in at least 
three separate subjects. The 
maximum obtainable In any one 
~subject is 800 and a score of less 
based on a misinterpretation f than 475 in any one subject dis- 
data and an appeal would be qualifies the student from 
flied. According to Smrn the 
decision was based on a four 
year average of government 
exam results for the school, and 
not on the potential of the stu- 
dents involved. 
And the scholarship results, 
like the government exam re- 
suits, would seem tO support 
that belief, Last" June, when 
Sturnl was ldowin~ with final 
results In hand, he described the '~ 
achievements of the class of ;88 
scholarship benefits. 
Sturn says he isn't disap- 
pointed with the results, up to 24 
students can still earn scholar- 
ships, butwith kcores below 600 
it meansthey will have to work, 
much harder on their June ex- 
ams. He utYs one Student, 
Beckie Wilkerson, fulfilled her  
scholarship results in January 
with a total SMS ~ore of 1,790 
in Biology~ Literature and 
HistOry. The results of the other 
23 students are as followsi ......... 
Chloe Asti-Rose, Algebra, 
508; Teresa Bannister, Geog- 
raphy, 555; Denise Cam, 
French, 636; Andrew Davis, Bi- 
ology, 561 and History, 580; 
,a~il Deol, History, 536; Josh 
Eades, Algebra, 532 and His- 
tory, 615; Anthony Edgar, 
Geography, 501; Ben F0ote, 
Geography, 507; Cory Killoran, 
Geography, 501 and History, 
547; Jenine Krause, Chemistry, 
495; Janet Lennox, Chemistry, 
600; Rose Lenser, Geography, 
g 
563; Tony Marques, Algebra, 
545 and Biology 602; Nina Parr, 
Algebra, 561 and Chemistry, 
569; Kelle Pegg, Geography, 
537; Jason Rempel, Geography, 
529; Tracy ~Reynolds, Biology, 
561 and Geography, 518; 
Michelle Rolfsen, Biology, 567 
and Geography, 518; Edward 
Roodzant, Algebra, 572 and 
Geography, 548; Jeremy Smith, 
Algebra, 545 and Chemistry, 
536; Jeff Tupper, Algebra, 637; 
Megan Walker, History, 476; 
and Rick Yip, Chemistry, 506. , 
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TUMULTUOUS GOOD. 
BYE: The staff 8t Mills 
Memorial Hospital raked 
the Terrace Health Care 
12 Socletychairman overthe 
16; coals when they "found 
out they're losing their 
18 favorite administrator... 
14 page 3. 
GETTING AROUND: The 
Task Force committee on 
14 transportation held a 
~3 public hearing here 18st 
week., page 7. 
END OF THE FESTIVAL: 
Winners of competition8 
in the Pacific Northwest 
Music Festival are ,listed 
on page 11. 
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Apr i l  
walks 
f 
:The.: Terrace Hiking and 
Nature Club recently announced 
outings .over the next month: 
March 25 - -  Meet at the 
library at I0 a.m. - -  destination 
to be decided, hike up Copper 
Mountain or ski somewhere. 
Vicki leader - -  635-2935. 
i April 2 - -  We will take a drive 
down the Skeena River to see 
o0fichans, and since weather 
determines when they appear, 
this may be just a scenic drive 
down the highway with picnic on 
sandbars. Lots o f  gulls and 
eagles for picturesas a rule - -  
meet at the library at I0 a.m. 
NOTE: If this trip is done 
-Ma/ch 19 as we have informa- 
tion that the oolicharts are 
already in the Skeena, then we 
will either hike or ski on this 
day, or deCide on meeting. No 
leader. 
April 9 - -  Coho Flats near 
Kitimat, and possibly Hirsch 
Creek area. J im Thorne leader 
- -  632-6055, Meet at the Terrace 
Library at 9a .m.  or at the 
Kitimat welcome sign at lOa.m. 
Probably an all-day trip. 
April 16 - -  Pine Lakes t ra i l -  
seven miles north of town, about 
+six km total. Good for kids over 
age five. Gord leader - -  
638-1043. Meet at the library at 
10 a.m. 
April 23 - -  Not decided - -  
call Kelly with requests, and 
watch for posters at the mall and 
listen to dateline on CFTK for 
this one. 
Next meeting - -  Terrace 
Library basement on April 26 at 
7 p.m, (We could not get the 
meeting room for the week of 
April 19). 
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THE S IGN OF 
A MERCHANT 
WHO CARES 
ABOUT PEOPLE . . .  
This emblem •identifies 
the civic.minded 
businessmen who sponsor 
In the cpmmunlty. 
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Terrace Scouts held their annual Cub Car Rally March 18 in the Terrace Arena. The engineering whizzes who put 
together the fastest vehicles this year were Chad Gerow of the Terrace 8th Cubs, Timmy Norman of the 6th Cubs 
and David.Handberg of the 6th Cubs. 
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Drinking drivers in British Columbia now face an addi- 
tional 6 month driving prohibition upon conviction.* 
That means the minimum total driving suspension is 
one entire year. Of course, that's on top of the 
minimum fine of $300 and possible prison sentence. 
Now... do you need any more reason not to,drink and 
drive? , : • : i 
. .!~+~::,:i : * Effective April, 1989 
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COUNTEI TTACK + 
Sponsored by the Hon. Angus Ree and the. Hon. Lyall Hanson. 
i "  I i i " i ' i 
A PROGRAM OF THE GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
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Terrace Interiors Ltd.. 
Exterior and interior paints 
Armstrong flooring, Harding carpets 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
"'All the supplies you need" 
4610 Lazeile Ave. 
.... 635-6600 
ACROSS 
1 __  Seeger 
5 Arl, Lal. 
8 Heroic 
12 Metal 
13 Building site 
14 Too 
t5 Finish college 
17 Valley 
18 Eisenhower 
19 Leveled 
21 Redeem 
24 Grain Iogilnd " 
25 Ice mass 
26 Stern 
27 W. Air. tribe 
30 Soa eagle 
31 . . . .  .]in.Tin 
32 Catnip 
33 Chinese pagoda 
34 Warble 
35 God of lira 
36 Signifies 
38 Come forth 
39 Unwrapped 
41 Wapiti " 
42 Rave 
43 Bills 
THIS WEEKS 
• pUZZLE ANSWER 
Zs~i9 N~ ,~g=J i  
I l IN~ gl~llalNml~_lalo3 
48 Put up 
49 Nat. Education 
Assn., Init. 
50 Proboscis 
51 Not as much 
52 General, abbr. 
53 Adventure 
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1 Hog 
2 Be wrong 
3 Warrior, Samoa 
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Finishing 
5 Wings 
.6 Spoil 
• 7 Guiding 
8 .Roof paris 
19 Slip, pl. 
Island 
11 Glrl student 
18 Ukelele .. 
~ igor 
Aid  
22 Jap. monastery 
23 Decorations 
24 Smiles 
26 Whetting 
28 Egyp. sacred bird 
29 Ron Howard's role 
34 So, Scot, 
35 Requesting 
37 Beings, Sp. 
38 Worldwide 
Workers Group 
39 Vocal 
40 Window glass 
41 Man's name 
44 Born 
45 Iowa college 
46 S.shaped worm 
47 Young plant 
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-TERRACE --  The Mills 
Memorial Hospital cafeteria 
erupted in outrage and-hostility 
Friday afternoon as the chair- 
man,of the Terrace Health Care 
Society attempted to explain to 
angry hospital" staff members 
why their popular and widely- 
respected administrator, Norm 
Carelius, is leaving for a job in 
Victoria. 
The. Health Care •Society 
recently decided on an ad- 
minisUative reorganization that 
includes anewly created position 
for a chief executive officer ~ 
responsible for overseeing Mills 
• Memorial Hospital, the Terrace- 
view Lodgeand the Lodge's new 
extended care unit, scheduled 
for completion in about tWO 
months. Society chairman David 
Lane convened the staff meeting 
Friday, spent 15 minutes going 
over the CEO's job description, 
and said Carelius had been of- 
fered the job and declined to 
take it. The room exploded with 
acrimony. 
More than 50 doctors, nurses 
and technical and custodial staff 
fired questions and accusations 
at Lane for nearly an hour and a 
half. Criticism revolved-around. 
ministrator during her career at 
MMH, and said, "Thelast hree 
years are the best since I've been 
here." Carelius was hired by 
Mills Memorial in 1986. 
During its history the hospital 
has gone through lengthy 
periods during which it had no 
administrator .  One staff  
member asked Lane what the 
board would do if no replace- 
ment were found before Carelius 
left. Lane repliedthat he wasn't 
sure but assumed that the 
Ministry of Health would supply 
an interim administrator in that 
event. A nurse told Lane that he 
could, consider the tone of the 
meeting a vote of non- 
confidence in the board. 
Carelius himself was at the 
meeting, standing quietly on the 
side. When the invective died 
down, he stepped forward and 
addressed the staff, reminding 
_them that they still have to work 
with the board. After saying 
he'd had a "wonderful three 
years" at the hospital, Carelius 
summarized his own position by 
noting, "Administrators move 
around. I'm working in an arena 
of risk and uncertainty. 
"Since the amalgamation (of 
• ~• •1~,  . . . .  . . . . . .  •••  : :• i~•~ • •i • .  • r 
• f 
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"The kid who wins everything" -- that's what competitors in the Pacific Northwest Music 
Festival call Prince Rupert's Joseph Nelson. He won all five events he entered and dazzled 
the audience at Saturday night's Gala Performance with a Chopin nocturne. 
valuable resource... From this 
nieeting the board will realize 
_~that some things need to b e ad- 
dressed." 
Carelius aid he will be work- 
ing as administrative consultant 
to the Ministry of Health for 
Regional Team 5 in Victoria, 
and applause rippled through 
the room. Team 5 is the institu- 
tional advisory and planning 
group that covers the North- 
west. 
Terrace Centenmal 
Lions_ 
DIAMOND 
DINNER 
Apri l  15 .  
that"), the fact that the contract set of  parameters, a different ~  ,xpenenceo t ese ' ~ 
was not negotiable ("why wasn't philosophy. We have a big ~ lb":l:..~:--.~. ~T -- . .  . . .  . ~ e~or1~ees gOt 
he offered ' that courtesy?") ,  and board anxious to do a good ~ ~ | | |p Inu .  ~N ~!111~ ~ ~ ~ ~ce at o. Enter at Erwin Jewelers 
the position in which the job." ; ~Seeks live-in nnsit inn~.~ 
hospital would be left if no-  Carefius also had a few words ~~hn, ;~-pk~=~=r-"  ;'n ~ ~g" ~" ¢117~'t~¢ Ige0" •" before 5 p.m., April 14! 
,u tab,e ,op a em0nt found for the board, however. Refer- r3T ,  ck=s on at Erwln Jewelers 
("we won'tgetanyone with this ring to earlier emarks by Lane, ~:  ~'"o.~ ,,.~a. ~,u,au~ ~ ~ ~ f , , J .  in the Terrace Shopping Centre. I 
board's reputation"), he said, "The board has to ~unme~ate ly .  ~ 
As presented by Lane, the believe what it's saying about ~Your  month ly  cnst:.~ ~.~x, ,  - 7 _ - : _  _-_-~ _=~ 
CEO's job description included : employees being its most ~-~-  ~7-~2- , : , ,  -~3  ~ ~ 
the responsbllity for implement. ' ~ .~.~~~"~"  .~"  ~ ' ~  0 W 
ing board policy, a position on " ~u.ua~.  f _ ,u ,~ uoo-.~ (eu .~ 
the policy a.d.vi.mr commi i tee ,  ' . ~ ' ~  
the respons]bhty for. corn- l - " " 
municatmg board policy tostaff J Weather renort -- Mamh ~.  ~o ~a.a - CANADA• 
" , I~  " y e w  ' and ( where necessary '') to the l • . r . - -  - - , . . , ,v ,~ 
public, reporting staff input and. J Oat, ' "  . . . .  ' ' F I NAN C E AN D L . , 
- • i n l  LOW Pr ( iC .  
• concerns  to the boaro, provision I Mar. 13 3 ' - 4 ni l  " - 
Mar. 14 8 -4  nil LEASE • Of l~dership ~ development and I 
maintenance of  a "high level" J Mar. 1_5 S - 4 nil .. , 
. . . ,ar. ,e 2 . -4  nil . . . .  1989 of job sat,sfact,on among'staff, I Mar. 17 3 -7  il " ~ ' ' I ~ U NT I  L A P R  I L 8, 
drafting of a strategic long-term [ Mar. 18 8 - 6 " n i l  ' - , 
" Mar. 19 7 7 ni l  
plan for the society, . spear- I - ' ' ' ALL  FORD AND MERCURY CAR 
heading the fundraismg of I Forecast: Unsettled .,.--'-,-,,,- . . . . . .  .,. . . . . . . .  • °,"'u'"'~' we.met. ~,[ernoon ~ L INES $250,000 for the Lee Foundation | highs of 5 to 8, overnight lows near 0. Probability of 
over the next 12 months and I precipitation, 60 percent each day. RANGER AND BRONCO I I  
controlling administrative costs FROM 8.9% ON TERMS UP TO 
by  a reduction of $175,000 over _ ,,,~ , , , . , . . . . . . _  
.lonsemd SuPer 67.0" 
rakes on. ' the ' , 
Heavyweights ! .  
Th,s ne  pgh 
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48 MONTHS 
ALL F-SERIES PICKUPS WITH 
.MANUAL TRANSMISSIONS 
s500 FACTORY REBATE 
B AS'"GI 
LEASE RATES FROM 9 % ON TERMS 
UP TO 48 MONTHS 
TERRACE 
' ~  DL #5548 
4831 KEITH AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C.  
835-4984 . ~ 
CALL TOLL FREE 1.800-772.1128: , 
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the next year. 
Lane said the remuneration • 
offered is in the order of 
$60,000-70,000 per year, with a 
one-year probationary period 
and a three-year renewable con- 
tract after that. 
Dr. Loni-Almas told Lane 
that Carelius is a known and 
respected administrator who has 
the vote of confidence from the 
medical staff, and she called the 
terms of the contract unfair. 
When Lane replied that the 
board decision on the terms and 
conditions of the contract were 
unanimous, Almas disagreed, 
saying that the medical staff 
representative on the board had 
dissented. 
Several other staff members• 
objected to the board's lack of 
effort in keeping Carelius. One 
2$.year employee pointed out 
that Carelius was the fifth ad- 
'JONSE 
mid.sec 
take a 
| 
•pc•r 61 dq 
A CUT ABOVE THE RE'ST 
'SEE THE JONSERED SUPER 67G AT YOUR DEALER~ 
RIVER INDUSTRIES 
(TERRACE) LTD, 
P.O, sex e ,~-  ~ ,  B.o. ~ 4B8 
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:Nice ' place, c i ty  hall . . . .  
• The Committee of the Whole met Monday night to set 1989 
budget priorities, but it will be a while yet before their list is 
released. In the meantime veryone will just have to wait and ~ 
wonder where city revenues will be spent in the coming year::  
City council has approved several financial items in the 
past few months. In fact, they committed themselves to more 
than $230,000 for better wages and working conditions in the last 
. )  
two months alone, and there'smore to come. In order to main- 
tain these wages and conditions, with no further improvement, 
they've COmmitted the Terrace taxPayer !to something between 
$94,000 and $110,000 every year - -  forever. 
And where is this money going? There's an additional $1,130 
this year, and every year thereafter, for a better insurance policy 
for elected officials.:•This itemnow costs us $1,760 per year in 
premiums in order to provide city aldermen with a round-the- 
clock $250,000 accidental death policy. The policy also includes 
somenew items now --  a weekly indemnity andsome medical ex- 
penses. 
And then there's the council indemnity increase - -  f rom 
$12,i30 to $16,430 for the mayor and from $5,789 to $7,162 for 
each city alderman. This, ,'to bring it in line with other com- 
munities of a similar'size", will Cost us an additional $11,402 --  
this year and every year after. It's true, they,ve declined a raise 
for the past few years, but we pay. our elected officials close to 
an aggregate otal of $60,000 e~,ery ear. 
And then of course we have to provide space for those elected 
officials and the people they hii'e. That's going to cost us 
$110,000 this year for new carpets and lights and blinds. Of 
course much of this will come from interestearned onan old 
slush fund, and the reasoning is that it's not costing us anything. 
But we would all shed a tear if the bank c~celled the interest in 
our savings accounts because they decided it wasn't ours in •the 
first place. .. 
And then, so all these people can be more efficient we're sell- 
;"ins our $24,000 computer to the library for $5,000 .(it's only on 
..!:paper) so we can lease something bigger and better for $7,301 a 
:.//,..year., It has more storage space so the city can do things like 
~": keeping recreation bookings "in memory" - -  something that can 
i ~.:be done on an $800Apple tic.' And it will allow more .~oftware to 
be accessed.immediately - -  saving the frustration we all have 
watching a temporarily blank screen while the disc drive searches 
for something new. 
We'll have computers in every office linked to one mainframe, 
and so everything will hapi~n faster (except in committee); we've 
just spent $6,700 on new modems to increase phone line transfer 
:,~..rates from 2,400 tea  phenomenal 9,600 baud (that's bit's per 
i~second or 8.00 characters per second). And of course with all this 
,.~.hi~h tech action we're going to pay a considerable f e to a com- 
~uter  consultant to see if we bought he right equipment. 
,~ blow some may feel this is all a tittle petty, but there is a point 
to be made. As council sits down, behind closed doors, to decide 
how our money will be spent and where - -  should the taxpayer 
cont lnued on page 22 
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Are~C~ntle .Ben~and the ..... 
Steroids a new rock and roll. 
group? How about Charlie and 
the Chemicals? If our need to 
produce winners is so great 
that, as almost 75 percent of 
surveyed athletes uggest, here 
are people willing to take layer- 
debilitating.drugs to give them 
the winning e.dge, .then maybe 
we should admit o Our darker 
side and just leathern 'go for 
it'. Rather than trying to make 
our drug testing techniques bet- 
ter than their drug test 
avoidance techniques, let's just 
say 'to hell with it, it's their 
bodies, if they want to risk dy- 
- , .m* , . .mm 
ing for a medal, who are we to 
interfere?' and let them get on 
with it. It's not a whole lot dif- 
ferent from the entertainment 
value that a few lions and 
Christians gave to the Roman 
masses anyway, is it? If we're 
prepared to accept he fact that 
the poor in the ghettos are go- 
ing to do 'crack' and heroin, 
why not accept he fact that 
our athletes can't win without a 
few muscle enhancers? 
I was talking to a fellow the 
other day who's been involved 
in minor sports for a number 
Of years. He was echoing what 
l've heard off and on over the 
years about some of the prob- 
lems in minor hockey., baseball 
and so on, where concentration 
on winning seems ometimes to 
overtake the teaching of skills, 
sportsmanship and team play. 
You know the scene - -  the 
• i " i i 
. , - . ,  
coach's kid 8e~ to play ahead 
of some othehi!6~.the b tter 
Wednesday 
Perspectives 
by Bob Jackman 
skaters play 50 minutes and 
others 'ridethe bench'. 
*'~' .... ' -' ' '" " ' ' ' In many cases, the explana- 
L*tter0 to the editor Will be cOnsidered for publication only when signed, l ion is that this is the rap team 
:~ lse  Include your telephone number. 
editor rese~ea the rtght to condense and edit lettem. O[)lnlon8 and some Of the better players 
expreeoed are not necessarily those of the Terrace Review. . are being trained to take their 
. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . " • rightful places in the NHL or 
I 
NBA. or where ever: The,house 
leagues are set up for the aver- 
age kids. and that is where the 
concentration on skill develop- 
ment. etc., takes place. From 
reading about some of the 
benefits of steroids. I guess 
house temn player who can 
skate Well but is a little light 
could probably down a few 
pink pl,s over a lO,week 
period, gain a few pounds of 
muscle and maybe even make 
the rap team. And if we can 
admit to a darker side, the bet- 
ter rap team players could 
steroid their way into the blHL, 
bigger and more. aggressive 
than the ones who don't get 
past junior. Have I opened a 
can of worms? 
• ...the question I really want 
to ask, looking at news from 
the past couple of weeks... Did 
Winston Churchill and the 
English know about the 
impending attack on Pearl Hat- 
boer two weeks before 
December 7, 19417 Think 
about hat one for a few 
minutesl 
We know theU.S, was reluc- 
tant to join the war effort in 
Europe. Is it so hard to 
visualize Allied military leaderd 
(guys like elite North, for ex- 
ample) holding back informa- 
tion? What do you think? 
these reports are true, (and 
I'm not going to try to tell you 
what to think) look at the im- 
plications. Would the war in 
Asia even have happened? If
the Americans had been 
prepared at Pearl Harbour, 
would the first atfitck have 
been the last? No atomic bomb 
being dropped on Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki. No Japanese oc- 
cupation and reconstruction. 
Who would the world's in- 
dmtrial power have been to- 
day? Could the warin Europe 
• have been won without he 
Americans? Closer to home, if 
David Suzuki had been brought 
up as a pampered rich kid in 
New Westminster rather than 
in a Slocan Valley internment 
camp, would he have been a 
Conservative MP rather than 
what he is today? 
This is bloody serious tuff, 
and deserves at least as much 
thought as the City's concrete 
porte-potties and turning all 
the streets outh of Keith into 
one-ways./f the reports are 
true, and I keep stressing the 
if, does that make Churchill 
one of history's greatest 
villaihs, rather than one of its 
greatest heroes? The events that 
led to the destruction of two 
entire cities, that probably 
changed the way we'll live 
forever, preventable? It's Worth 
a few minutes of thought. 
: .i : . ,  • . . . .  i ~ 
_ . - .  . 
Notice 
Due to the Eater holiday the 
offices of Close Up Business 
Services, publishers of the Ter- 
race Review and Close Up 
magazine, will he closed from 
Fflday, March 24, through Sun- 
day,. March 26. Normal office 
hours will resume Monday, 
March 27, and advertising and 
news copy will he accepted for 
the Terrace Review March 29 
issue until 12 p.m. Moudny, 
Advertising deadline for Close 
Up is Wednesday afternoon. For 
morn information call 635.7840. 
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Would. a four-year, degree-granting 
i : . . . . .  college system or a nothern ' ~ " , ,  * " . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  **., : ": We had a family disc~sion alone for a minut¢?l", and one 
. . . . . .  " ,>, | the other day. I didn't z~alize it child picking the lock on the 
~' ' ~ '  "L ~ . . . . .  ~ '* ~ :'*::~ ::: . . . . .  [ until later, but it was just like bathroom door with a poultw 
..... a i te rnat iveto  at tending , ~. ~ v :: : . -  described in the parenting skewer, while another child 
' :  ,•v: ,~:~: ,' Un ivers i ty  in Vancouver or Vic tor ia? : :  dr ' ~'*.: . . . . . . .  L "  ~ i !:i. : i  : books, where families it shoves a gum wrapper up his 
:::':~ ' :~:~ ~'0~:~:~ ': * ~k k r "" " : : " ~ " " .: around the dinner table.dis- nose to see how far itwill go. 
.... Cussing important isszies. But Not apretty pictuLre, is it?But, 
our issue was not one covered really, is this sceneso far from 
in the books: The issue was the true fife? We oil have our 
barfing, undignified moments. 
It all started when my four- I try to retain a little dignity- • 
year-old announced that her in myiife. But things always 
dolly had barfed all Over the happen to undermine my el- 
playroom. Stiffing a smile, I forts.Once, when I was on a 
explained that "barf" is not a ',go-all-out" business trip, I 
nice term for regurgitation, dressed up in my finest garb, 
Somehow e got into the put on a cla.~sy air, and spent 
reasons why "puke", "r-t-h ' ' vu  ,. the weekend in an expensive 
"upchuck" and "woof-your- hotel. Just as the sophisticated 
cookies" are not pleasant weekend came to an end, I 
words to hear. I reluctantly ac- "barfed" in the taxi going to 
cepted "vomit"; and "throw the airport. 
up" is a term that's descriptive, So much for dignity. I'm 
without invoking nausea in the sure Princess Diana would . 
listener. This discussion lasted never have done that. • ' .,, 
about 20 minutes; and I found i i~!~i i i:il ''I" 
myself wondering if other ~::% :,*: 
families have Similar discus- :i ,i: i~:!~ i~ii!i 
sions. Surely, this can't be* ~:  :~ ~, 
normal. Whenever I think about • M [1,ch 1S i:!}. Theresa Newhouse Alex Hasserf Lara •Taylor -. I think if there was a It-would be a .really '1 think having a north- sop!dsucat~classyfamgieS, I :. :~>/ 
university In the n°rth it g°°d plan' because PC°" ern university w°uld :be think °f Pri"ce Charles ~. d Red Cr0ss  i~ili!i i!!i 
I would be really slow get- pie haven t the IncOme ' most beneficial to, a lot of Princess Diana..Do you think 
, I  ring started. Anyone look- and can't ~fford: to send  Studentsup north - -  but 
Inn a higher degree all their children to  uni- the Contacts are down Chuck and Di discuss "harP' 
with the-little princes? Some- 
would to to the,blgger verelty:Theonly problem s0uth, There;arsmorejob ! howIcan't  that. l t 'sdif -  " M- -0 ]p~th  
universities whore they Is that a northern universi- contacts and you get bet~ ~ ..... ~!i ficult to imagine the princess : . . . .  * i :i/i:i: 
have better teachers and ty doesn,t have any ter experlanco, A univerei doing it, letalone talking ::~: <<~ 
equipment. Anyone going credibility yet and the first ty program would be most - * :~ A 
• •to a, northern university • group - of : students and Ideal, but I don't think the about i t . .  ~ ~- 
will have lesser degrees 
--, they won't be doctors 
and lawyers - -  there's no 
demand here and there's 
not going to borer a long 
time. Most students have 
been making plans for a 
number of years and have 
been saving to go to a 
good university rather 
i than stay inthe north. 
their grades will be im- 
portant. If their grades are 
low, employers would go 
south to hire graduates. 
Don Agnew 
I don't thinklt would be 
worth It, It might be If run 
through a credible univer. 
sity, If a degree Is the 
goal, I think most stu- 
dents would be more in- 
clined to go to a reputable 
university, slty. 
) . . . . . . . . . . .  
Sarah deLeeuw 
I think that education is 
the most important thing 
in our society today. It 
should start where there 
is a need and I think there 
is a need In the northwest 
because some people 
can't afford to go down 
south, and It Is absolutely 
necessary for people to 
get :their post-sec0ndary 
education. There are two 
possibilities, though: It 
might fall because only 
people not Interested in a 
degree might attend --  
the top students would be 
Inclined to go south - -  or 
It could Work, make a 
name for Itself, and 
become a credible univer, 
demand would be big 
enough. The weather and 
the big city are attractive 
to a lot of people who 
want to go south. 
Think about he most sophis- 
ticated upper-class family in 
Terrace. Now imagine the 
father sitting around in his 
underwear reading the news- 
paper, the mother shaving her 
legs in the bathroom, yelling, 
"Can't you kids ever leave me 
The Canadian Red Cross Society 
Shenl Pannun 
I think a university in 
the north would be suc- 
cessful because so many 
kids don't want to leave 
home or can't afford to. 
Everything that's credible 
has to start at some point 
and I think there will be a 
demand. You have to take 
a risk sometimes and I 
think it's Important to 
start now. I don't think I 
would go myself though 
because I'm more In- 
terested In theater and 
Journalism, so I'll prob. 
ably go back east. 
I~{J The Mutual  Group  Facing Tomorrow 
Together 
The Mutual  Group since 1868 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
Accessible & Attractive office 
Frank Donahue. 
STAFF: Maureen Buck: reception; 
Pam Biffie: sales assistant; 
Frank Donahue:  franchisee 
Courteous .k Caring ~k & Competent  
SERVICE:  Gray/B lue  collar F inancial  P lanning "
reasonable programs: attainable 
goals. Solid Performance 
WE OFFER:  
Trust Deposits (4 companies) 
Mutual  Funds  (7 investments) 
Deferred Annu i t ies ( f loat  to 15 years) 
R.R.S.P.  (RET IREMENT Canadian top 10) 
R,E.S.P.  (EDUCATION Canadian #1) 
R.R. I .F .  (PENSION shop 50 co's) 
Life Insurance: term & universal l i fe plans 
Disabil ity Insurance: customized to your needs 
Group Benefits: 7 companies represented 
We Do It Better 
Call 635.2387 or drop by our office 
Monday to Saturday 9:30 to 6:00: Friday ti i 9.'00 
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Ch fo "' 
tee  -o  - Ipnne  "° '  * °h"=  or o...d o,0r pet ( on ~ ~- ' i * i  = = :/~"i ~ ::/!ii:: :;); Now'-ithel p]r6pos~,~-Meech: : ;Signatures~epresefit lybeing; 
the i)ast few years, inZpresenting - ' " Lake Accord, ~ amendment to coilected On ia petition to:sui~,: 
d r i v e  " " " . . . .  " ' ' "  " . . . .  " ' . . . .  " 
. . _ _ , , , . . . . . . . . . .  tho n0ods o,.0,,zop o o ,o : . . i  ho>>  ons,,,ut,on,o, Oanad., o=,  
the government. Last summei on  ~ / ihreatens ;this sp..ecific legal pro- steadfastly resisting the Sig'fiin~i ~ 
we were :active on the Mental . tectionof equality rights in the o f  the Accord. Premier Frank ~- 
An open letter to: ... Health Advisory Council, who Tat  heY attar; , ~:ii ~ii.foll0wingways: ' " ' 'McKenna (N.B,) and L iberal l  .... . 
Mr. R.W. Homeniuk, ~ submitted a report to victoria Judge Emily Murphy of Ed- : O Thedistinct'so Ciet)Vclause af-r ' leader Sharon Carstairs (Man,)i ~ 
Cliai.rman, on be  Service needs for long- monton, Alberta (1868-1933) re-:  fects the entire interpretation f need our encouragement. F0r,! . . 
Telephone Employees' ~, " term mental health-clients in the ceives credit for the fact that to- the Canadian Charter of Rights more information, please c, all~ : ; 
CommunitYFund, . . . . .  .NorthWest,. day women are recognized as -andFr~doms,  and once aprece- the Women's  Cent re  at~ . 
3236 Kalum Street; ~ The greatest news we had in a "persons" in the eyes of thelaw, dent is set in:Quebec Courts it 638~228. And let's make Judgeii: i :  ::. 
Terrace, B.C. VgG2N5.: _ 16ngtime isthat at the Universi- In 1919; the Federated can .be used in other provinces , Emdy Murphy a householdl . . . . .  
ty of British Columbia, a special Women's Institutes of canada, Judging from our history (eg., camel , : " ..... 
Dear Mr. Homeniuk: Chair has now been established with delegates; from .all eight thelPersons Case) and inherent . ,  ~;,~.: , L ~ ~i:;r::MarylBO~ering 
At the meeting of the Terrace for research into schizophrenia, provinces; :~ unanimously, en- sexism in the judicial system, the ' ~: ~ i.:i/~ .::!:;i t:onbehalf0f~the 
Support Group, B.C. Friends o f  This just thrills our hearts, and dorsed a resolution ::requesting Mooch Lake Accordmust not be ~::/!*, .!:i:it .'=:/:I:~ Terrace w0m~il, s. .... 
" : . : :  Resource Centre.i ~,. .~ Schizophrenics, on February we feel it brings us one step-Prime Minister Borden/to ap- ratified in i t s  present form. :- . "  : '~  : r :  m : "  ' ' .  .-- " • . , : " -- " 
21st, we received.a cheque of closer to the fulfilhnent of our point a woman tothe Senate, In Eqfiality rights lmust be pro- Fa ,  i 
$434.00, your second donation fondest hope, i.e., that one day 1921, the Montreal Women's tected.inwriting and not :left to : m ne : . . . . .  
to our cause within a period of soon a cure will be found forthis Club requested that Judge Emily the .interpretati0n o f  an in- :S  U ~ ed  s 'iii :; ~, /. i - 
less than one year. Wearedeep- horrible disease, or at least Murphy. beappointed to the  dividual o t to  the whims of.a : cce  
• ly touched by. your generosity medication that enables our log- Senate assoon as there was a social c l imate . . :  fo r  I [ :  . . . . . .  
and your compassion for the ed ones to pickup the pieces of vacancy. Prime Minister Meig- o The shift of power fr0m:the CO e g e  = ~ i .  
plight of schizophrenics. On their shattered fives and start liv- hen refused. Again in 1922, .federal government to the pro- . _ . ". 
st dents  behalf, of the mothers, and ing productively and happily. Emily Murphy applied and was vincial governments implied in i/ U " fathers in our support group, The discovery of insulin made ignored. • .- the Meech Lake Accord als0af- . . " . . 
.and on behalf of all schizo- this possible for diabetics. Why Her attention was then drawn facts groups lobbyifig to im-  To theEdltor; " . . . .  
phrenia sufferers, I Want to ex- shouldn't it  happen for schizo- to Section 60 of the Supreme prove the status of women. This On behalf of the Northwest 
press my warmest thanks to you phrenics? We feel now that all Court Act which stated that any trend is apparent in the fact that Community College: Students' 
and all members of the Terrace that's needed is. money. We are five ~ people could demand the provinces would have the right Association, I would, l ike to • 
and • Distr ict Telephone using your donations to support Supreme Court of Canada to. to .opt out of cost-shared pro- thank all th0sewho contributed 
Employ~s' Community Fund. the funding of this research make.a ruling on a constitu- grams and receive funding for to our World Vision 30 Hour 
.We can assure you that your chair at UBC. We have also tional point arising from the in- "compatible" programs. In a Famine and made it the #eat 
donations are doing a World of begun to get informative pare- terpretation of the B.N.A. Act. province which does not value success.that it was: McDonald's, 
good. You may be instrumental phlets printed in: the various And so EmilyMurphy and four " social programs, standards Northern Drugs, Terrace Co-op, 
in thediscovery ofa cure for this ethnic languages of our com- co-appellants requested a ruling would be greatly lowered. Carmen's Kitchen, Don Ander, 
dreaded brain disease, a biG- munity, as we found there is a on the question, "Does theword • Immigration becomes' more son,. NWCC. President, Peter 
chemical imbalance, that strikes great need in non-English speak; Persons in Section 24. of the of a provincial responsibility . Crompton and his *NWCC 
one percent o f . the world's ing families to just understand B.N.A. Act, 1867,~ include under the.presentproposal, and Maintenance s ta f f  andan 
population and reduces healthy, what has happened to their female persons?" Supreme.. Court  judges and especially b ig thanks to Skeena 
intelligent, young people to schizophrenics. We have rented The first decision was Senators would be chosen from Broadcasters and  this terrific 
hopeless, unproductive in- videos on schizopfirenia for- negativel,Thanks tO JudgeMur-~ provincial lists,,It ismore effec- newspaper for the outstanding 
dividuals on welfare, ."In most community education. Work is phy's perseverance, on October tiveforspecial interest.groups to coverage of our event.. 
- cases, they remain a burden and being done towards achieving 18, 1929 (10 years after the lobby as,a national body to the A veryspecial thanks.to Mr. 
a heartache to their families for better housifig for our patients, original resultion), an appeal to federal government, and the Owen Greaves from ."Night 
all their lives, or;they end their -Onbeha l f  of our group, I the Judicial Committee of  the federal governmentismore ac- Moves" radioshow who was a .  
misery by suicide,,., want to thank you again for the Privy Council resulted in  a countable to the electorate great sport and fasted with the 
So. far, tittle progress has been wonderful encouragement that reversal of this decision, thereby without his Shift of power to the rest of us (30). I received several 
made in the research of schizo- we .received. through your con- entitling women -to be sum- provinces, positive comments about his live 
phrenia, and that is not surpris- cern and financial support. You moiled to the Canadian Senate. • The Meech Lake Accord ig- broadcast Friday night, March 
ing, since our government can see that we have not been In 1981, intense pressure from cores the Territories, and. the 10 from our very own NWCC 
spends only a pitiful amount of idle, and we will continue our women's groups across Canada, disfinctlsociety clause referring campus. Wayto go, Owenl 
money on it. According to the fight against his enemy of our resulted in the equality clause to -French Canada neglects Kimberly Cordeiro, 
latest info from our head.office, y0uth, the illness of schizo- being included in the Canadian native people and multicultural- Student Activities Co-ord. 
the figures amstill the same as phrenia, with renewed hope and Charter of Rights and ism Lin Canada. The amending NWCC Students' Association. 
they were about two years ago, strength. . 
namely $4.00 (four) research . E lly Kardamylakis • " |mm!ml dollars m p~r ye~ "P er schwa" for~ Terrace Support Group Of 
phrenia patient, compared to B.C. Friends of Schizophrenics. 
ABCPLUMBING [inoDining I : Polly"s C  e/I 
& HEATI N G LTD. I n n '" " " "  "°"°="0'"0" I Chinese & Western cuisine II 
RESIDENTIAL --- COMMERCIAL _ , . , . , . .A . . . . . ,  - " - - ' 0 "  I I 
' Specializing in ' ~ S T  038.8141 , i 638-1848 or 638'8034 " ; i l  
Plumbing -- Sewer and Drai Cleaning. 
Gas Se!c ~ RESTAURANT ~I  " 
.,~..~" ch inese  &.Canadian Food -'~,,~- I 8 Spec ia l i z ing  tn 
--'7'SERVICE WORK ,,~. o .~, ,~, , , . ,~Aw,~ ,:,.~,, Cu,~,n~.~d c~.~,,~. II ][IJ]' M°n-WedlL3Oa"n'--lO:OOp'm.~[,] I _ _  • Dmhes  -ira 
~ Th,rsdoy 11:30 a.m. - -  I ! :00 p . in .~:  ' I 
" i , ,o,, . , .o.,  , ,  
,T • 4643 Park  Avenue - , 0.)5-0 I 1 
i,, . - . ' ,~  HOUR EMERGENCY . ' I ,  [' '" T "i " I" ' " "  . " 
! i :>  SER COpper II ~" ~! ,I)' ' ' " " ~ "  
. ,~ .  , ~ : :  Gr i l l  o,,,. ' . I I  
>~ 6:15 1~30 
' 63~ 93i9 Th is  spot  e0u ld  ; i T e m e e  Hote l  : II 
oxponded our Copper Grill Resfouronf I I  
~ 2705EbY) Terr ' ' ' . . . .  
~' Mailing Address. . " " '  '" ~a '~?*~r~E~ hours, Ii 
BoX 1002 V8O 4V I  ,. u~o ==- -=- ,  7 a .m.  to  9 p . m ~  ' ; : ! 
~:! - ~  " . . . . . . . .  • ....... I . . • . . 
r r " :  ' ~ " q" 
x 
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Lest week the Terrace Centennial Lions gave the Fire Safety House project a donation of 
$1,400.-Present at the transfer were club treasurer John Whittington, president Wayne 
Muohowski and safety house project coordinator Ray Tremblay. The Lions raised the cash 
through their Christmas concert lastyear. 
: Wednesday, Marc 22; ~ 
• . - . _ , •}  . . 
NWCC students p lan  
fancy dinner theater/ 
with Axis Mime troup 
.... Contributed by 
KIm Cordelro 
The sound of footsteps echo 
through an empty room. A chair 
is pushed away from the large 
oak desk. There is ~,o one in it. 
A cigarette floats outside an 
opening .window. Obsessive 
scientist Thomas Phillips has 
realized his dream of being in- 
visible - -  hut to what out- 
rageousresult?[. 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege Students' Association is 
pleased to present An Almost 
Classic Dinner Theatre Benefit 
featuring Axis Mime Theatre's 
production of "The Invisible 
Man". An outrageously physi- 
cal comedy, this take-off on 
H.G.  Wells Invisible Man is a 
"wild, weird, hil~iously in- 
volving piece of theater that 
ranks high on the must-see 
list..." says Michael D. Reid of 
the Times-Colonist. 
In addition to our Dinner 
-3~heat-rebeing theg~la event :of 
the season, this night is intended'. 
to be a fundraiser that will make { 
our Recreation and Renovations 
Project visions materialize. All~ 
donations will go to upgrade.our 
campus recreation center, 
replace inadequate quipment • 
andsupport our student ac- ' 
tivities program. We will gladly: ' 
issue tax deductible, receipts, for 
all contributions received: 
• You can seethe Invisible Man 
(no pun intended) Monday, ,:: 
April 17 at 6 p.m. in the NWCC 
dining room. Dress your best as 
this is a formal affair. Included 
in your ticket is a delightfully 
elegant meal, complimentary 
beverages, our feature perform- 
ance, apres-show coffee and a 
lovely flower for eve/y lady. 
Purchase your tickets from 
either Erwin Jewellers o r  
Kim/Rudy, 635-6511 (N',NCC) ~ ".r~ : 
before they disappear. Limited.:: .~:: 
seating! • 
• Ci tyca l l  fo r  econd rpass at heari g ' .......... 
TERRACE - -The City of Ter- Nass Valley and  Cranberry "It's becoming more and that her organization and others terminal from Kelsey B~y tO:: 
race has officially called~Tor a Junction ever becomes a reality, more of a public road," he in the region are dissatisfied PortHardy, schedulealteratio~ 
new overpass on Highway 16 to  
cross the CNR tracks west of the: 
downtown area. , '• , 
The proposal was}delivered by
city Superintendent of Pubic 
Works Stew Christensen at the 
Task Force hearings intb~ iegi6n: 
a l  transportation eeds held 
March 14 in the council cham- 
bers at Terrace City hall. Chris- 
tensen made a verbal presenta- 
tion and told Task Force com- 
mittee members Darlene Cor, 
nell, Rick Wozney and Jack 
Talstra that a Written brief 
would be submitted before the 
April 15 deadline. 
Christensen pointed out that 
the hazards and inadequacies of 
the Sande Overpass, with its 
congestive 90 degree turns at 
each end, are well-established, 
and in the Delcan report that 
preceded the Task Force hear- 
ings the Highway 16 traffic flow 
was given a rating of "E"  - -  the 
second highest rating for conges- 
tion. 
He advised the committee that 
a number of ideas for improving 
the situation have been put for- 
war(t over the years, but noted 
"There are many plans laying 
around here that have moss on 
them." 
Those plans have included 
proposals to re-route Highway 
16 down Graham Ave. or down 
Keith Ave. west of  the Sande 
Overpass and for a second over- 
pass west of the current one. 
Christensen said the city is pro- 
posing something new: sending 
through-traffic down Keith Ave. 
and then across another over- 
pass at Braun St. 
He argued that in addition to 
safety and improved traffic 
flow, an overpass at that loca- 
tion would intersect the present 
highway at Kalum Lake Drive; 
creating a single controlled in- 
tersection for east.west traffic 
and traffic coming down from 
the north. That would be partic- I 
ularly important, he said, if the I proposal to pave the toad to the 
Christensen oted that the 
Delca 9 report didn't appear to 
express agreat deal of interest in 
the Nass Valley paving project,. 
possibly because Of the estimat- 
ed $190 million price tag tJ~ut he committee to ptit the project on 
urged' committee ~members" tO" the- short',term*priorfty list.': .~  
place a ~high priority on it. 
That I)osition was supported 
by Pat Ogawa, representing 
Skeena Cellulose, who also ex- 
pressed the intent to submit a 
written brief. Ogawa said the 
Nass Road paving project has 
been categorized as a "long 
term" priority, but lie informed 
the committee that all the bridg- 
eson the dirt and gravel road are 
stated. With the existing heavy with changes over recent years irt 
logging truck traffic, Ogawa the B.C. Ferry system servicing 
said, "We-have a hazardous 
situation on a treacherous road. 
He •.concluded by asking ,the 
the north coast. 
"It 's geared to tourists, and 
it's not even that good for 
them,"  she asserted. "It's no 
longer :a ~ ~g06d: 0i' convenient 
Stewart/nay0r Darlene Cor- service; it's time the government 
nell, who is cliairing the commit- looks after its own citizens and 
tee,- advisedOgawa'that t a taxpayers -- give us our system 
previous hearing in New Aiy. back." 
ansh the committee received 16 Frank said many seniors 
briefs calling for upgrading of •would like to use the ferry sys- 
the Nass Road. tern to travel to the lower main- 
"A love ly  tdp"  
Terrace resident Aileen 
Frank, representing Branch 73 
land. "It's a tiring drive to 
Vancouver, but very relaxing to 
sail. Changes, however, have 
discouraged us." 
which resulted in the  necessity 
for overnight •stays in both 
Prince Rupert and Port Hardy, 
and decreasing availability of 
staterooms ("they're all xe- 
served for •travel agencies"). 
When asked by committee 
member Jack Talstra if seniors 
would support a ferry run-from 
Prince Rupert to  Vancouver, 
Frank repfied, "It's a lovely 
trip, a lot of people would ap- 
preciate it. I just enjoy the west 
coast." 
"Paramount to 
senlom' needs" 
The committee also heard 
currently being replaced to high- of the B.C. Old Age Pensioners' The changes Frank was refer- from Terrace senior Gertrude 
way standards. Association, told the committee ring to included switching the continued on page 15 
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Funeral 
Without a question, that's the toughest 
chore my Father ever left for me to do. I 
won't be leaving that responsibility tomy 
family. 
i've already prepared for that Inevitable 
event. The cost...about 1 hour of my time, 
and what I receive In return is the 
security of knowing the details will be 
handled as I want them and my family 
won't have to deal with the nagging 
memory of planning my funeral at one of 
the toughest times of their lives. 
It's not something rll ever be thanked for, 
but I know it's one of the kindest, most 
thoughtful things rll do for my family. I'll 
never forget my Dad, but I wish I could 
forget the planning and decision making 
that was required for his funeral. 
al 
4626 Davis MacKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
Terrace, B.C, SERVICES LTD.  
VSG lXTan d TERRACE CREMATOI  
635-2444 
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, i n  the world o f  sports "That first game was really a 
jargon, Terrace Skeena tough loss. The boysfound out 
Tsimpsean junior boys' that they'd really won and yet 
week at  the 16-team B.C..theyweren't allowed to go to the 
championship round. So we 
• basketball championships moved into the consolation side 
at Maple Ridge earlier this to take On Summerland. 
month comes under the "Game two saw the kids come 
heading o f "s imply  ug ly" ,  out chargedup -- wewere ahead 
Coach Cam MacKay's boys by 18 at the halftime buzzer. In 
were ranked seventh best, and the second halfwe came on a lit- 
had high hopes of placing in the tie too cocky and from there it 
top four or five. But the gods of was downhill. I put my benchers 
athletics were against hem, not out andtheydid an excellent job 
only on the floor but "off  the keeping it close. 
track", shall we Say. ',But we lost it in the last sec- 
MacKay told us he had onds when Summerland tossed 
plannedthe trip by covering all in a three-pointer, putting the 
possible setbacks• He and the  game into overtime. 
team ran into a big one before Ken Osei-Tutu came in with 
they left Terrace. six seconds left in the first over- 
"We started off by not being time and tied the game with two 
able to get out of here on the crucial foul shots. That's where 
Tuesday morning," he related to the kids got a tittle excited from 
us during a break in classes at the bench and off the floor, 
the school, thinking the game was into 
He had booked a day early, double-overtime.- While the 
knowing his team wasn't sched- back-patting was going on, 
uled to play until Thursday Summerland whipped the ball 
morning but hoping to give the up the floor and scored •with two 
team extra time to relax and pre- seconds left. That secured a 
pare mentally for the series. 54-52 win for our opponents.'" 
The weather caused problem By then there was no possibi!i- 
one. - -  their Tuesday morning ty of making it to the first half 
flight was cancelled due to a of final standings. Once youlose 
heavysnowfall. They had to fly. your first two games, you're 
OUt that night instead, relegated to the bottom eight. 
"That setback didn't seem to Then you're ranked accord- 
upset the boys,"  he Went:.on.. ingly when you get to the.bott0m 
"They came out (against side. 
M.E.I:) in our first game Thurs- "If' you lose the first two 
daymorning and played Well for games, they'll .put you in. the 
the first half.-In the second half bottom four," MacKay .~- 
we fell apart a tittle bit and plalned. "B~ause of the prob- 
M.E.I. got a couple of easy leas with scoring in the first 
baskets in the last two minutes, game, organizers moved us up to 
It was game over_with us on the the top four of the bottom eight. 
short end of a 50.48 score." "Before our last game, the 
But wasitgameover? kids had a meeting by 
"We had a problem •with the themselves. They wanted to 
scoring system in the M.E.I. finish off the season in style. 
game. We:ended up. losing• They came out against St. 
50248, but after theychecked the Thomas More and played well. 
scoring problem (which wasn'~ SL Thomas, was seeded in the 
checked til after the second top six before the tourney, but 
championship round game), we we ended up beating them 
had come out ahead in the actual 53-47." 
total." It gave Skeena 12th place in 
However, since the second final standings; however, due to 
game had already been played the mixup in game one, Skeena 
by M.E.I. on the championship was ninth awarded ninth place. 
side, they couldfi't reverse the With tournament play finish- 
score, ed, the troubles were over -- or 
"We got an apology which we were they? 
accepted (but it still curtailed "Anything that could go 
anY chance to placing high in wrong went wrong. The kids still 
f'mal standings), had a good time - -  we learned a
"The kids actually won the lot and the experience was great. 
first game. But it was water "We ended up'coming back 
under the bridge." on the Monday morning due to 
It also hurt bemuse Skeena someproblems with reading 
had beaten M.E.I. by 12 points airline tickets." 
at a tournament in February. What happened was they felt 
1990 B.C. Summers Games to 
be held in Prince George 
Thecity of Prince Georgewill water sports because Prince 
h0st the  1990 B.C. Summer George has only one pool, and 
Games, .The announcement i 's not large enough for all the. 
• •c0mes almost a year after it was events. 
expected, and organizers say Skillings says the economic 
that means they'll have to work impact, of the Games is enor- 
fast to  get everything ready, mous. He says almost $4 million 
,Roger Skillings, the. Games' was pumped into the • Greater 
executivedire~tor, says they will Victoria area when Oak Bay 
maximize the availablefaCiltties, hosted the 1988 B,C. summer, 
The biggeK problem involves Games. .., , 
theywere booked to fly out .on [ 
the afternoon flight, ~while the: 
truth..was~..they were. scheduled 
for the Sunday, mo ng, ght. 
The added:expense of an extra~.. 
night at ~ai rpor t  llotelwas aid- 
ed bY the':.team's, booking.;agent ": 
. TerraceTravel. George'.Clark' 
arranged for, two .s.,.~tes for the 
extra night,:. "..,: 
"We'  also.had four. or five of 
the.kidscome down ~aththe flu, 
and'Jeff.  McKaY ~ sprained : his 
ankle after twominut~ of play 
in the first game. 
' " I  tapedthe: anlde uP for 
game three after Jeff missed the 
next:one, and Jeff went out and 
played :his. best game of the. 
season." • " " "" 
The boys with the flu had to 
sit on the bench --they~couldn't 
even take part in warmups. 
"It was a stomach flu so it 
wasn't pretty to watch either 
with sudden heaves from one or 
another. Riding around in a van 
didn't help them, but they 
toughed it out." 
MacKay said the team's 
shortened season due to the 
teachers' trike lost them a lot of 
experience compared to the 
other teams. 
"They did a good job and I'm 
proud of them. Despite all the 
warts, that series will. be helpful 
to the boys when they hit the 
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Coach Cam MacKay: "The kids actually won the first • game, 
but it was water under the bridge." Tsimpseans lost due to 
a defect in the scoring system. 
The scores are...  _ , • ,• '  : ,  , 
I 1 
• . , .~ , 
• " '  TERRACE MEN'S  REC HOCKEY LEAGUE PLAYOFFS 
March 11 --  Nora's Auto Refinishing 5, Inn of the West 2 *'..~ ./:.~: 
(Norm'swin beSt-of-8 semi-final In'two straight) . :.ii~.}.iii i 
March 12 -- North Coast Wranglers 6,Skeena Hotel Lltes 4 ,. , .. 
(North Coast win best-of-3seml.final2-1) :• : 
March 16--  North Coast Wranglers 3, Norm'sAuto Refinishing 3 . :/-..:( 'i(i 
• (Wranglers win game one of best-0f-3 final on a shootout) . . . . .  ....~ 
" .  . " /  
TERRACE MINOR HOCKEY - -  NOVICE DIVISION PLAYOFFS- / i  
March 10 --  Elks 3, Long'e Logging 3 ~ : ~!* " " 
"Doyle's Blazers 8, Wilkinson Canons 3: Elks 1, Legion 0: Doyle's Blazers 5, ~ Lon0's L0gging O :/: i- 
MarChMarch 1112 --  Doyle's Blazers 6, Elks 2: Wilkinson Canons 3, Legion 2 ' ' ,  :" : ; ~(: ~ : ' .  : . .  !~i 
Mi.O, .OCK  .sp* ' QuB- CA"TAM mViSi0. 
BEST.OF-3  F INALS - -  MARCH 11 WEEKEND : :  i :  i . 
March 11 --  Terrace Inland Ksnworth 4, Kltlmat 3 - 
March 12 --  Terrace Inland Kenworth 13, Kltlmat 0 (Terrace wl 
KITIMAT OLDTIMERS HOCKEY TOURNAMI 
'A' DIVISION 
Prince Rupert Wrinkles ";~, Terrace Tlmbermen 11 (in.a shooto 
Houston Hobblers5, Prince Rupert Wrinkles 4 
Terrace Tlmbermen 3, Prince Rupert Wrinkles 2 
Houston Hobblers 10, Terrace "rlmbermen 3 
Houston Hobblers 10, Terrace Tlmbermen 6 (championship ge 
'B' AND 'C' DlVlSl0 
or Keg 5, O1' Devils 3: Kltlmat Gyros 7, Molson Golden Oldies 
Northern Motor inn Okles 13,.Stewart 1: Smlthers 9, Prince Ru 
Smlthers 5, Gyros 0:. or Devils 8, Houston Huskies 0~ Molson 
Okles 3, or Keg 1: O1' Devils.g, Stewart 2: Hazelton 7, Gyros 2 
Puclmneera 3, Houston Huskies 2. 
• 'B' FINAL 
j Northern* Motor:Inn Oklea 1, Smlthers 0 'O' FINAL 
Moleon Golden Oldies 4, or Devils 3 
Most vlluable goalie -- John Vowles (Keg): Most spoMsmanll 
A complete  persona l i zed  
... Insurance Agency  for 
~* Home • L i fee  Fire 
L t d ~  .~1 k ' ' : r~h. r "B°°t'BUsiness 
Sponsored by..... 
Braid Insurance 
t 
.... Come in  to our  o f f i ce  at  
4648 Lake lse  Ave . ,  TerraCe 
Phone 638.8581 
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•.  Coach Pldi Lethnm's Culedoula Kermode senior boys' high 
,;~kool Inmketlndl squad was benched in two slralllht glmes,at ~e ' 
!;~=unual triple 'AAA' clamplomldim at Vancouver's Agrodome last 
iweek. 
-:Kermodes, coming off an up4nd.down season with one of the 
better.teJtmsever produced at Terraces halls of higher learning,fell 
~'62to  John Oliver Jokers in their opening contest, then couldn't 
put enough together as they.lost 80.68 in game two ~alnst 
Nualmo. i 
: Kennodes suffered through a season that saw them go from a 
tMrd.plaee ranking to one month of no games due to a teachers' 
strike. 
Their two-game sedes against op-ranked Richmond Colts, and a 
lop-sided victory in zone finals showed that Terrace fans were 
behind them. 
The Colts' games attracted the largest crowds ever for basketball 
• at Caledonia gym. 
Kermodes deserved a better fate eonsldeflng all the adversity they 
suffered. Perhaps coach Letham will be able to build another win- 
ner next season --without any obstacles. * 
Terrace golfers 
swing in sun belt 
Twenty-eight dedicated Ter. George Clark and golf club pro 
race golfers are back home with Danny Rosengren, the tourney 
tans and the satisfactionofhav- featured low net and gross 
ing played in ii warm-weather prizes. 
winter golf tournament in north- An extra prize included a re- 
ern Mexico earlier this month, fund of the trip cost to a lucky 
The 36-hole mixed event was golfer chosen under the 
the first annual Skeena Valley Calloway handicap system. 
Golf Club's Winter tournament Dick Graf was winner on the 
as part of a two-week vacation men's ide following a three-way 
from Feb. 27 to March 6 at tie with Doug Little and Chick 
Guymass. Henderson. Anne Pruner top- 
Participants played on an ex- ped the ladies' section. 
cellent 18-hole layout, or 10afed C la rk  said re sp0ns e to th e 
around on sandy beaches. Some event was very positive, and 
even took part inthe exceptional they'll be holding a second an- 
fishing noted in the area. nual tournament about he same 
Organized byTerrace Travel's time at Las Vegas next year. 
Local minor baseball 
getting under way 
Contributed by 
Gall KIIgren 
Terrace Minor Baseball 
Association held their monthly 
meeting last week and things are 
starting to look good for the 
association this year. 
The Babe Ruth Major League 
Baseball Association have 
agreed to supply us with a pitch- 
ing machine, and to help spon- 
sor the Tadpoles team of 7 - 9 
year olds. They have assured us 
they are willing to help us in any 
way possible. 
Our sponsors are lined up and 
the coaches' 'clinic is scheduled 
for April 15 and 16. Fields have 
been booked, equipment will be 
updated and uniforms cleaned 
and replaced if needed. 
Plans are now under way to 
-host the Bambino provincials 
for 10 - 12 year olds July 21, 22 
and 23. There should be 90 
players taking part in the provin- 
cials, and TMBA is looking for a 
lot :of help from the public and 
business sector of town to make 
this an event o be remembered. 
If you would like to help out 
with the event, please give 
one of the executive a call: 
Earla Peden, 635-5940; Pat 
Neeve, 638-0191; Bruce 
Nicholls, 638-8486; or Erlene 
Steele, 635-6786. 
Another registration day has 
been planned for April 8 at the 
Skeena Mall, or you can pick up 
registrations at Terrace Parks 
and Recreation i  the arena dur- 
ing regular working hours Mon. 
day to Friday. • 
Close title game in 'AAA',, 
Pitt Meadows shaded Maple 
Ridge 58-57 to win the B.C. high 
school boys' 'AAA' basketball 
championships in Vancouver. 
• It was a fight-checking contest 
although the underdog Pitt 
Meadows MaraUders led by 13 
at one point in the third quarte. 
The Maple Ridge Ramblers 
chipped away and closed to 
within one point with 10 seconds 
left in the game. It was Pitt 
Meadows who knocked last 
year's winners, Richmond, out 
of the championship round 
earlier in the tournament. 
The Marauders are ranked 
number two in the Fraser Valley. 
Maple Ridge was number one 
and had beaten Pitt Meadows 
two out of three times in the 
regular season. 
In Saturday's consolation ac- 
tion, MEI took third place with 
an 83-70 win over the Kitsilano 
Blue Demons. Oak Bay notched 
fifth place with a 67-61 win over 
Vancouver's John Oliver school. 
Abbotsford placed sixth with 
a 74-72 squeaker over Nanaimo. 
Tch'aceR¢vles,-- Wednesday,'M~ch22, 19899 
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TheSkeena Junior Secondary School Tsimpseans basketball team hit one stumbling block 
afteranother on their recant trip to the B.C. junior high basketball championships in Maple 
Ridge. 
No luck for T simpseans 
Very little of the luck destined ruary meeting. Mike Parker's 15 was a 71-51 loss to Castlegar. 
for Skeena Tsimpsean boys dur- points led their scoring. Johnson had 16 points. 
ing their crack at a provincial They followed the M.E.I. loss Coach Bob.Irwin felt Kitimat 
junior high school basketball ti- up with another two-point took 13th place despite awinless 
tie was on the good side of the defeat - -  this time to Sum- record. 
ledger. It probably added up to merland in overtime. Paul Another areateam that took it 
10. percent for and 90 percent Manhas had 20 points in this on the chin was Smithers boys at 
against. 54-52decision. the double 'AA' basketball 
The March 9 to 11 series at Tsimpseans finally put it all finals at Aldergrove. They lost 
Westview Junion High in Maple together on the last day and three in a row and opponents 
Ridge featured the 16best junior counted a 53-47 win over St. went over the 100-point scoring 
boys' squads in the province. Thomas More. Parker had 18 mark against Smithers in all 
For Skeena, it was felt we at Points. three matchups. 
least had a chance to crack the It was 116-53 for Nechako 
top eight. (A ~eparate story on Meanwhi le/on the same Valley Of Vanderhoof in the 
coach Cam MacKay and the weekend, Kitimat's junior Orca Opener, 101-43 for Vernon in 
team's nightmare trip can be girls ran into three straight losses game two, and 109-58 for Sum- 
found elsewhere in this edition.) at their provincial finals in Rich- meriand in the final outing. 
mond. Smithers managed an 84-80 
But such was not to be as Orcas got adozen points from win over Grand Forks in their 
Skeena wound up with one win Colleen Johnson in their 59-34 last game. 
following two tough losses, loss to Maple Ridge. Hazel Max- By the way, Westview of 
They opened with a 50-48 loss well counted 12 points as they Maple Ridge beat R.C. Palmer 
to M.E.I., a team they had lost 52-43 to West Vancouver. of Richmond 59-56 in the junior 
defeated by 10 points in a Feb- Orcas' third and final game boys' title game. 
TW200 at 
Ken's Marine 
1946 Greig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1 N4 635-2909 =:;,(. 
Biggest wheel on 
campus. 
You'll feel the electricity even 
before you turn it on. 
BIG WHEELS. SMALL PRICE. 
YAMAHA 
We make the difference. 
Make , your mark and make it 
with TW 2O0. 
Its fat tires, low seat and down 
& dirty styling make it the sassiest 
fide on the road. Or off it. 
Come see the TW 200 with 
electric start. 
................................... I ......... 
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!iThis year's Seniors Games 
to  be twice the siZe of 1988 
• . . . - 
The B.C. seniors' games 
turned out to be so successful• in 
the initial season last at Vernon 
that Organizers are predicting 
/double the rparticipation this 
ilyear when they're held at Trail, 
Septi 6 to 8. 
About 700 seniors aged 55 and 
up took part in 15 events at Ver- 
/non. Games' co-ordinator Gor- 
die Cameron told us they've 
rlined up 19events for Trail, plus 
two cultural events and four 
demonstration events. 
Cameron, a former Prince 
~Rupert resident who moved to 
Vancouver Island 25 years ago, 
lists the sports venues as bad- 
minton, chess, darts, horse- 
shoes, snooker, tennis, bridge, 
cribbage, five-pin bowling, lawn 
bowling, swimming, track and 
field, carpet bowling, cycling, 
golf, do-pitch and table tennis. 
The added competitive events 
are bagpiping and'0ne-act plays. 
"Only one piper each from the 
12 districts," Cameron said, 
"We're also having demo 
events like squar~ dancing, cro- 
quet, bocci and floor curling," 
he added. 
Cameron was travelling the 
area earlier this month to spur 
organizers to start preparations 
for zone playdowns. 
" It 'smy form of a pep talk to 
stir up interest and offer ideas to 
stimulate ven more participa- 
tion. Our purposes include pro- 
motion of active participatio/t, 
demonstration of abilities, im- 
provement of physical fitness, 
introduction of new activities, 
provision of social interaction, 
increased mental stimulation, 
Smithers wrestlers 
shine in nationals 
Smithers high school and col= 
lege wrestlers have been holding 
their own in recent •prestigious 
meets. 
At the National Association 
o f  Intercollegiate Athletics 
championships in North Dakota 
earlier this month, Simon Fraser 
:University star Craig Roberts 
(ex-Kitwanga and Smithers) won 
his 61-kilogram division over an 
American from Oklahoma. 
The recent B.C. high school 
championships aw Smithers 
produce two weight-class win- 
nets, including fan Meier who 
continued his unbeaten streak in  
the 78-kilo class. 
Brian Shorter went into the 
meet as second best in B.C., but 
he beat the top-rated competitor 
to add to his gold collection. 
Hazelton also had a winner at 
this meet. Travis Himmelright 
won the 66-kilo class. 
On March 11 weekend, four 
Smithers wrestler~ attended the 
national high school champion- 
ships at Regina. The gold wasn't 
forthcoming, but they did bring 
home three medals. 
Heath Bolster got a silver 
• medal for 74-ki10s, while Todd 
Nessman came through ~th~a 
fourth-place finish in the same 
weight class. 
Cameron Johnson also won 
silver for 62-kilos. Meier saw his 
unbeaten string come to an end 
as he settled for bronze in 
82-kilos --  four kilos above his 
normal weigh t class. 
Rainbirds sixth 
Prince Rupert Rainbirds came 
up with three straight wins after 
an opening game loss to earn 
sixth place at the B.C. senior 
high school girls' triple 'AAA' 
basketball finals at New West- 
minster on March 11 weekend. 
~l'he play of Susie• :larosch 
earned her a place on the tourna- 
ment first all-star team, while 
teammate Audrey Dennison's 
efforts placed her on the 
honorable mention squad. 
The Birds lost a one-point 
thriller (72-71)to Killarney in 
game one. This meant they'd 
have to go undefeated in remain- 
ing matches to gain a high place 
in the 16-team series. 
Nina Phillipson and Dennison 
each scored 20 to pace the Birds 
against Killarney. 
Game two saw them trounce 
Earl Marriott 74-55 as Jarosch 
scored 21and Dennison 16. Next 
was  a 58-39 Victory over 
Nanaimo which meant aplace in 
the top eight. 
Jarosch had 22 and Phillipson 
17 against Nanaimo. 
They struggled to gain a 74-71 
win over Terry Fox in their final 
game. It was Dermison (27) and 
Jarosch (21) leading the way. 
Rainbirds' sixth-place finish is 
believed to be the highest ever 
recorded by a coast cit~..: gi r is '  
team. 
Windsor Dukes beat Salmon 
Arm Jewels 63-54 in the title 
game. 
Upcoming sports 
Kitimat lacrosse has registra- 
tion of players this Saturday, 
March 25th and also April 1st. It 
takes place noon to 4 p.m. at the + 
City Centre Mall. 
The Terrace Figure Skating 
Club's annual carnival is on 
Wednesday and Thursdaynights 
at 7:30 at the arena. Advance 
the arena recreation office dur- 
ing regular Office hours, Mon- 
day to Friday. 
With Terrace Minor Hockey 
wound up for the season, young- 
sters are reminded that applica- 
tions for the summer school and 
the adult summer league are now 
available at All Seasons Sports, 
tickets are on sale at Copperside Terrace Totem Ford and else- 
Foods. Tickets will also be sold where where signs are posted. 
at the door. :~ Kitimat's annual spring:break 
This is the final week to sign road hockey tournament is com- 
UP for Terrace. Youth Soccer at ins up March 28 to 30. 
creation of a sense of well being, 
and development of cooperation 
and communication." 
Financially, Cameron: said, 
the B.C. Senior Games Society 
receives a core grant from the 
provincial recreation add sport 
branch. _Corporate funding is 
also sought for specific projects. 
Seniors lottery .and Hew 
Horizons have provided initial 
organization grants, but each 
zone is responsible for raising 
funds to assist competitors going 
tO the games~. 
Cameron told us the games 
became a reality in 1987 follow- 
ing a meeting of 30 seniors and 
representatives f rom seniors 
groups all across B.C., Th~ ~on- 
cept was approved, and the 
society registered in July of '87. 
"Alberta and Manitoba 
started a senior games concept 
back in the early '80s," 
Cameron explained. "We in- 
vestigated, like the idea and got 
positive reaction to set up the 
games. 
"We've already booked ahead 
to hold the games in Courtenay- 
Comox in 1990 and Coquitlam 
in '91. We're almost positive 
we'll have the games in Dawson 
Creek in '92 as part of their 
• celebrations. 
"We hope to eventually get 
into a national event with pro- 
vinciai teams involved. The fottr 
western provinces plus Ontario 
are already hosting their own 
games., Hopefully we'll have a 
national event by !92." 
Cameron said they have age 
groupings for each active sport 
like softball and track and field. 
"It's not fair for a 55-year-old 
to go up against a75-year-old. 
"Last year we had a 98-year- 
old competitor," Cameron ex- 
pounded. "He didn't gallop 
around in active sports. He took 
part in bridge, which is tremen- 
dous when you consider the 
mental alertness needed for the 
game." 
The games operate alongthe 
lines of younger efforts with 
gold, silver and bronze medals 
to top winners. 
Each zone has local (town or 
city) playoffs, followed by zone 
finals to select eam members. 
The Terrace-Kitimat-Prince 
Rupert zone 10 ch "a[rperson is 
Mrs. Arlene Bergh of Terrace, 
who can be contacted at the 
Happy Gang Centre for infor- 
mation on all aspects. 
- • . . ,  
• " ; . ,  - • . ,  , 
B.C. Seniors' Games coordinator Gordle Cameron was in 
Terrace recently and indicated thatthe Games, now in their 
second year, are expected to attract twice as many par- 
ticipants as they did In 1988. 
Locals top 
men's open 
soccer 
The Terrace ntry in March I I 
weekend's econd annual Git- 
wangak men's open indoor soc- 
cer tournament came out a win- 
ner and took home $800 first- 
prize money for the seven-team 
event. Kitsegukla's number one 
• team placed second and pocket- 
ed $500. Third-place money of 
$200 went to The Regulators. 
Bob Morrison of Kitsegukla One 
won two individual awards -- 
most goals and most assists. His 
teammate Tony Ribeiro was 
chosen best goalie. The 
Regulators' Alvin Derrick was 
named best coach, and player 
Andy Derrick picked up the 
most inspiritional award. The 
most valuable player trophy 
went to Duncan of Terrace. 
Kitsegukla 'B' was most sports, 
manlike team. 
Terrace Parks 
and Recreation. 
Sp yer ring fl 
errors and corrections 
The City of Terrace Parks and Recreation Department 
• wishes to make the public aware of the following errors which 
appeared in the department's Spring programs brochure 
issued two weeks ago: 
Page 4 -- Medical withdrawal from programs hould be 
100%, not 110%, 
Page 7 -- Jazz Dance Class is canalled/deleted. 
Page 9 --  Drop-ins are by strip ticket only, not $2.25 as in- 
dicated in the A.M. Fitness write-up. 
Page 9 -" A.M. Fitness Class imtmetor is Fiona Cook, 
For more information, call 638-1174. 
Looking for a 
PARA G 
'PEN PAL?,. 
Try a classified ad in 
PARKSV LE 
POWELL RIVER 
PRINCETON.., 
and 87 more B.C. newspapers. 
All for.just 
s159. 
You can get blanket coverage 
o f  B.C. with a classified ad 
in 90 newspapers, 
for as little as $159. 
That's nearly 3,000,000 readers. 
If you're BUYING, SELLING 
or simply TELLING, 
iT PAYS TO SPREAD 
THE WORD. 
For more information 
call this newspaper at 
635-7840 
or 1-669-9222 
(Blanket coverage s rvice also available in other 
Provinces-- Alberta $125: Manitoba ~5; Sask. 
5100; Ontario 5275; Atlantic Provinces $99.) 
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MlUSlC ':' ,L :Festival' wi.-ners ...... 
• _., .::.-:...VoealAwmds _... Dr, -H. Murphy ,Award : ~ , . .A I I s  Flowers a la .Carte Classical. lhewPlflIIlps. 
. "-.Ginny Lowrie Junior V~al" ($50;00), highest mark 20th Cen. Mike strymecki Memorial Ballet Award ($50.00), h/ghest Member of the Leg/slative; 
Award ($50.00), -highest mark fury & U.S.Composers, Grade Trophy, highest mark Choral mark Classical Ballet, 11-15 Assembly Scholarship ($200.00), . 
over 85, Voc~ So lo -  12 and 5-open; Joseph Nelson. Speaking, Grades K-3; Verl/as years and open; Brandy Crossle. the AI.Lehmarm Award (one 
'under;JeuniferZucchlattl. - .Royal Canadian Legion .School, Grade& : Rotary Club of Terrace complimentary piano tuning), 
;i!,~i:-,Dr. • D.W.. Strangway Award (Ladies' Auxiliary) Award . Royal Bank Trophy, highest Trophy, highest mark Classical themost promising Senior Piano 
, i]$75,00), high~t mark Vocal '. ($100.00), highest mark Cana- mark Choral Speaking, Grades Duet and Group Dance; Brandy Student, ages 16-25 years; Nina 
i S01o- 13-15 years; Andrea Ar. dian Composers; Thn Norman. 4-7; Veritas School, Grade 4. Cressle, Anna Llu, Raylene Mar Parr. 
ac id .  Janet Felber Trophy, highest Robin McColl Memorial and Bernice Liu. Emerson Medical Clinic 
• - Totem Furniture and Ap- mark. Junior Conservatory, Trophy, highest mark Spoken Awards of Excellence Scholarship ($150.00), the most 
Piiance Trophy & Award Grades l-3;JlmmyNelsen. Poetry (Lyric), Grades K-3; promising Junior Instrumen- 
($100.00), highest mark Vocal Royal Canadian Legion Rachel Wilkerson. Dawn Coutts Memorial talist, ages 14 and under; JuUe 
:Solo -- 16-25 years; Pain Kerr Trophy, highest mark Junior ,Canadian Airlines Interna- Award ($I00.00),. the most 
promising Junior Speech Stu- Lee. and Tina Hovenkamp. Conservatory, Grades 4,6;.,An.. tional Trophy, highest mark dent; ages 12 and under; Mark Terrace Rotary Club Sch0iar- 
Ronald McDonald Vocal drea Arnold. Spoken Poetry (Lyric), Grades ship ($200.00), the most promis- 
Award ($50.00), highest mark. Lehmann Jewellers Trophy, 4-7; Scott Glqgles. Tessaro. 
Conservatory Classes; Pare highest mark Senior Censer- Terrace Little Theatre Med ica l  Clinic Award mgSeni0rlnstrumentalist, ages 
Kerr. vatory, Grades 7-open; Kelly Trophy, highest mark Spoken ($150.0(0, the mostpromising 15-25 years; Keith Griffolen. • 
Lyshaug Vocal Award MaeNem. Poetry (Lyric), Grades 8-open; Intermediate Speech Student, The Leopold Duplessis 
($50.00), highest mark over 85, R. Lowrie Trophy, highest Benjamin Gyod, ages 13-15 years; Toby Num. Memorial Award ($300.00), the 
most promising roup of In- . 
The Bud, McColl Memorial strumentalists; T.J. MacKenzie, MuSiCHoyenkamp.Theatre; Tina Roberts.mark Older Beginner; Lindsay Terrace Rotary Club Trophy, Scholarship ($200.00), the most Chad Edmonds and Scott Lopt. 
Kitimat Concert Association Joyce Knight Trophy, highest highest mark Spoken Poetry promising Senior Speech Stu- sou. 
(Dramatic), Grades K-3; Zoo dent, ages 16-25 years; Mike Trophy, highest mark Vocal mark Quick Study; Sylvan North. 
Duets, Trios and Quartettes; Broman and Frances Brodle. Xi Beta Mu Trophy, highest Christensen. Patricia Soroka Outreach 
Ballet Award ($100.00), Artistic Margarete Koerner and Carmen Finning Ltd. Award mark Spoken Poetry Richards Cleaners Ltd. ability and Musicality; Brandy 
• • Award ($I00.00), the most pro- Crossie. Cebullak. ($100.00), highest mark Sonata, (Dramatic), Grades 4-7; Glenys mising Junior Vocal Student, 
Choral Awards Concerto and Concert Group; George. - Pacific Northwest Music 
Timothy phillips. Dr- J.D. Zucchiatti Award ages 12 and under; Jennifer Zuc- Festival Scholarship ($300.00); 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Terrace Travel 'Award ($75.00), highest mark Spoken chlalti. 
i~.urocan Pulp and Paper Co. Cathy Kennedy. Award ($100.00), highest mark ($100.00), highest mark Piano Poetry (Dramatic)', Grades Award ($150.00), the most 
Senior Choir; Northwest Duets; Kelly MacNeili and Mat. 8-open; Toby Nunn. Terrace Water Polo Associa- 
Singers. tion Scholarship ($250.00), 12 
Bank of Montreal Trophy, thew Phillips. Tilden Rent-a-Car Trophy, promising Intermediate -Vocal years and under; Romy 
Student, ages 13-15 years; An- Maikapar. highest mark Secondary School Instru mental Awards highest mark Canadian Poetry; drea Arnold. 
Choir; Smi/hers Secondary Con- Keith Tucker Trophy and Kathryn Gyori. Knights of Columbus Scholar-. 
.cert Choir. Award ($50.00), highest mark Terrace Ministerial Associa- Northern Motor Inn Award ship(S500.00), 13-15 years; Kel- 
Brian Mitchell Memorial Brass Solo;KellhGdffoien. tion Bible Award (Bible), ($200.00), the most promising lyMaeNeill. 
-Trophy, highest mark Elemen- Carter's Jewellers Trophy, highest mark Bible Reading; Senior Vocal S.tudent, ages 16-25 
tary School Choir-- Grades 1-7; highest mark Woodwind Solo, Mark Tessaro. years; Tin Hovenkamp. Northern Drugs Scholarship ($1,000.(30), 16-25 years; Joseph 
Northwest Academy of Per- Nebon and Elizabeth Slays. Prince Rupert Rotary Award forming Arts ~ward ($100.00), Centennial Christian School. Beginner and Junior; Nadla ($75.00), highest mark in Mime; Skeena Broadcasters Ltd. 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy, Mauro. the most promising Junior ,Toby Nun. highest mark Primary School Beta Nu Chapter of Beta ShawAward(Books), highest Piano Student, ages 12 and ($1,000.00), Provincial Com- 
Choir K-3; Thor~hili Primary Sigma Phi Award ($50.00), • petitor and Observer sponsor. 
School. highest mark Woodwind Solo, mark Shakespeare and under; Patrick phillips.. • Lisa F.Y. Leung Memorial For the outstanding student 
Piano Awards  Intermediate; 3nile Lee. Dramatic; Scott Gingles. , .  ,' . . . . . . . .  . - .  .... -.~ Award ($150.00)," the most awgrds andthe names o f  North. ,. 
Dr. B.L. Phillips TrOphy and Ellen Bastin Memorial Award promising Intermediate Piano west artists who willrepresent us 
Marylin Davies Trophy, Award ($75.00), highest mark ($50.00), highest mark Story :. 
highest mark Junior Pianoforte Woodwind Wolo, Senior and Telling; Mark Tessaro. Student, ages 13-15 years; Mat. in the provincial finals, see next 
(13 and under); Kevin Murphy. Open; Elizabeth Sluys. Shoppers Drug Mart Trophy, week's Terrace Review. 
Terrace DistriCt Teachers' Terrace Concert Society highest mark in Prose; Mike ARE YOU' GETT ING THE MOST [ 
Association Award ($50.00),. Award ($100.00), highest mark Christensen. 
highest mark Senior Pianoforte: .i instrumental Duets; Megan All Seasons Sporting Goods OUT OF  YOUR COMPUTER?  r (age 14 and over); Joseph Walker andElizabethSluys. Trophy, highest mark Junior Nelson. " ' sigh t Reading, Grades 4-7; Mark F . . . .  . .  B.C, TelephoneCompany 
rang ~roese ,~lemonai. r ' Tessaro. I F  NOT.  ...__ ._ . _ . . . . . . . . . .  T ophy and. Award  ($50.00), - .  
tropny ann Awara (~u.uu), hlahe.~t m~rk l n~t rnm~nta l  .Crampton, Brown& Amdt 
hi-h ~ - -  • - - --o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  CALL 635-3444 AND ASK FOR RAINER.  g esc mark Jumor uacn, En,,mhl~" ~,~-,,o ~o,-,,,,,,-,o Award ($50.00), highest mark 
a~l  / 4 t o  o,  t~mqt _ ~m 1~1~ omi t  m. ,  . mat~v V V~ h . I J I l&Vku l6  I t , .141~,~kV~Fi l lVU$ 
taranes i-o, :smmmy tromps. ' n,,o,,,, . . . .  ' Senior Sight Reading, Grades 
Eugene H. Thomas Trophy, Prince Rupert Rotary Clnh 8-12; Becide Wilkerson. ONE-on-ONE Training in Most Business ApplicaUons 
highest mark Semor Bach, Award-($75.00)~ highest mark Albert S. Wang Memorial 
Grades 7-open; Joseph Nehon. Concert Group., and Concerto; Trophy, highest mark Original - ON-SITE Software Troubleshooting 
RonaldMcDonaidPianoforte. MeganWalker. Poetry Compositions; Lara 
Award ($50.00), highest mark Pacific Northwest Band Tessaro. - AccoUNTING Software Installation & Converw~ons i  major 
Junior Baroque Composers~ Director's Association• Award Dance Awards packages Including AC~3PAC, BEDFORD, & NEW VIEWS 
Grades 1-4; Joshua Sager. ($100.00), highest mark In- Northern Accents Ballet - GENERALCOMPUTER CONSULTING and SYSTEMS SETUP [i] 
Dr. Chee K. Ling Award strumental Trios; T.J. McKen- Trophy, highest mark Classical .~ 
($75.00), highest m~k Senior zie, Chad Edmonds and Scott Ballet, 10 years and under; [' HAINEFI GIAHtiEi.IA S¥~iV.MS. P.O. BOX 621. TERRACE B.C., YgG 4B8 
Baroque Composers,, Grades Loptson.. Raylene Mar. (so4) s&s-~u. * 
5-open; Julia Nelson.. Omineca Medical Laboratory 
Dairyland Trophy, highest Awar d ($75...00), highest mark 
mark Junior Mozart and Sonatas; Juhe Lee and Louisa 
Haydn, Grades 1.-4, Joshua MacKenzie. ~ 
Sager, • Northland Commumcations 
Wightman & Smith Insur- Ltd. Trophy, highest mark 
ance/Century  21. Award  Guitar S01o;Tlm'Hllcove. ' ...-~/.iii::~.i;~:!i.i.i I . 
($50.00), highest mark  Senior Esquire Men's  We.~, the Olga 
Mozart  and Haydn,  Grades G iordano  Memor ia l  Award  reeky Dollar Bingo Palace 
5-open; Allana Pierce. ($200.00); Marey-Lou  Gallaeher 
Sight and Sound Trophy, and Julian Mar. ' 4818 Highway 16 West 
highest' mark German Roman- 
tic; Patflek Phillips. Band Awards race Athletics Association 
Pizza Hut Award ($75.00), Alcan Trophy, highest mark, trace Minor Hockey 
highest mark Chopin & French Level 1 and 2; Skeena Grade 8  rmode Friendship Society 
Impressionists; Joseph Nelson. Band. 
Terrace Rotary Club Award Terrace District Teachers' : Terrace Blueback Swim 
($50.00), .highest mark Junior Association Trophy, highest ...... Air Cadets 
Beethoven, Grades 1-6; Simon mark, Level 3 and 4; Skeena Ladies of the Royal Purple 
Phillips. Concert Band. RIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
Prince RUpert Rotary Club Northern Sentinel Trophy, 
Award ($75.00), highest mark highest mark, Level 5 and open; _ATURDAY: B.C. Paraplegic Foundation 
Senior. Beethoved, Grades Terrace Community Band. ...... Terrace Peaks Gymnastic Club 
7-open; Joseph Nelson. Terrace Kinsmen Trophy, ,.. , Late Night - -  
Terrace Drugs Award highest mark, Junior Stage • Kinsmen Club (Alternate) • 
($50.,00), highest mark Band, Level 1; Skeena Stage !~ Regulor EVfRYON!  W|LCOM| |  Ext ra  
Sonatmas; J.ulla Nelson. Band. Games " ' (Age 14 years and up) 6 
. Terrace Kinette Club Trophy, Dr. R.E.M, Lee Award Th( Ink  you! Havoa  M/co dayf  . Games  
highest mark 20th Century & ($I00.00), highest mark, Sen ior  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,~ 
U.S. Composers, Grades I-4; Stage Band, Level I and 2; Cmle- 
Robert Taylor. denis Stage Band. 
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PRO TECH 
ELECTRONIC 
ENGINEERING,,o,.,,o,o,=,o.,,,ou,,,.,,,,o., 
""Fw'; 'sS;~c~'1,o, ,"'c 
SERVICE -- T.V. RENTALS [ "] 
Repairs On All Home Entertainment 635"51 34 
Appliances 4SlS LAKELSE. TERRACE 
Also Commercial & Industrial 
ElecVonic Equipment 
SATELLITE T.V. 
West Coast °~ 
Landscaping 
DESIGN --INSTALLATION Jan Blake 
MAINTENANCE 
CO.ME.C~At.-- RES:OE~A|- 635" 2572 
. LAWN REJUVENATION 3923 Slmpe0n cares, 
• PRUNING. SPRING CLEAN UP -T In ,  B.C. 
~ Ter race .  . T ree  Tr ,  mm,ng Wdl cut down any tree I. ~ J~ l l l  
• "SAFELY"  , 
Sl,000,000 liability for/YOUR proteCtion'~ 
635.7400 / j L  
. . . . .  Gu ide  . . . .  
T 
Your complete 
source fatal/ 
your heating 
needs. 
Northwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
CHANGES 
635.9666 
TOTAL HAIR CARE 
2803 • Kenney Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
, t  Wo l fe  Tann ing  System 
~, LANZA products  
Phone Ior on aPl)oinl,nent 
i! ~~t~, •MUFFLER CENTRE 
. .,,,,.%,::If,..I;::,~:,~. ~ , 
"" i !' "" • " Phone 638-1991 
. . Nate 's  Electr ic \ /  
• L_ J  Industrial 
I ~  C0mmerclal & 
u, ,~au,,,., ,,,,, ~,, - ,  . .-. ....- P] an  earl Y !° r  y°ur2°me. 638,1876 Residential 
Phone 635,7400 Nathan Woddell•- Electrical Contractor 
• 4931 Lazelle Ave., Terrace 
• ~, . : - ,~ . , .~  ~,.~.:~ . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  . 
, ,•  • , 
, , . .  • ,  • . : , ••  ••  , 
~!i ...... ! ~  . . . .  --.Customer Servie' 'li:]our: .:•" : •:: ' • ,  No,:/:, ~:priorlly, :"~'':~: ~!~!. :. :;!i!i!:  ]! ~ •., 
~!:'~]!' ~( ,~ee~l l~  -- First quality shop• semite : :':?~: • 
k.:~,;! ~ :~_q lm~.~V~- :Fast ,  ff iendlf'and 'efficient ,~. !' :" ': :;~*!i 717.-'. :~'" 
I ~!.i'~ IV ,~," :;full:s(;rvice':attendonis: i." :!i:0. i '  ' "  " 
- Complete personalized Service . ''? ~ !:*, : . - 
• Prices ore VERY Competitive • : ,~:~ii: ., , 
.. AWWA Investments Ltd. 88 " 
TERRACE|SSO SERVICE19 ~"i:,~,:i ,:i": 
. , .  46,10 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. ~ ,! ' :  
638-1168 
I 
Auto  G lass  Spec ia l i s t s  " 
ICBC claims handled promptly i ~ 
638-1166 
KALUM TIRE SALES & SERVICE • LTD. 
Your Complete Automotive Retailer 
Business: 635,4902• 
4808 W. Highway 16 Pager: 638,2932 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L6 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & i 
CONTRACTING SERVICES I 
Inflatable Boat Repairs I 
Durable - -  High Quality " | 
Vulcanizing Repairs I 
We specialize in conveyor belt I 
imtallations, splicing, and repairs I 
vulcan,zing and pulley lagging I 
6:S.s.o 24 .OUR sER~,cE 6-,o6~1 
r 'Z 
Y '•LL 
TOTAL 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
, TYPING 
, VOICE PAGERS ~, PHOTOCOPYING 
,24 -HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
d 
8/1-3238 Kolum St., Ter'race, B.C::,V8G 2N4" 
___  I 
Jo~ 
Weddings jonn ,<oou,~ 
Portra:ts. ,- 
Family S:ttings 
5 M,nute P.assposts 
DryMountmg 
,Ne9 Lmkebe.Awe,, Terrace, B,C. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG I P9 
I 
Photo Graphics. 
J h Roders Custom Fram!ng 
,Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus,. 63S.S~ 
Res. (~35.$544 
~usTJ 
CHECK 
. . . . . . .  J 
Rust Protect ion for 
New and Used  • 
Vehic les  
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
,~-~ Open 8:30.10:30 dally 
" " i  ' 2701S.  Kalum 63S-61S l  
Sales and Service for 
Motomyoles • Chailnssws 
'Snowmobiles • Madne Supplies 
J !Tee Ce k EQUIPMENT i: 
i~ ' / SALES q e` LTD.  . . . .  
:~:: ):  4441 Lakelse Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 ' 
:.. ~! After having' failed to find a with a, major 
buyer for its 100 percent-owned: said~: 
Johnny Mountain gold mine Although it 
~xorth ;of Stewart, 
• ReS0urces is Currently 
over a series of joint 
proposals. 
companY,!, he 
has been sug- 
Skyline gested :that Cominco, which 
mulling OWns the adjacent Snip proper. 
venture ty, would be a logical partner, 
last week Cominco chief ex- 
i: Skyline chairman and chief 
executive officer Ron Shofl Said 
in an interview Monday that he 
exi~ects omake a decision soon 
:on~:which;: if any, of the pro- 
posalswill be accepted. He said 
ecutive Bob H.allbauer indicated 
thatthere would be several prob- 
lems with such an agreement. He 
reportedly stated that use of the 
gold mill- at Johnny Mountain 
would involve either moving the 
,the choice -will be made r on the::SniP ore up a considerable 
basis of "which is best for the altitude or relocating the mill at 
Shareholders". the Snip site. 
• The Johnny Mountain mine is 
The proposals the company is the only mine in production out 
considering come from major of several gold properties in the 
mining companies, Shon Stated. 
"Combining with one of the ma- 
jors :  would have positive 
benefitS. The property is large, 
and rapid development is possi- 
ble only through a joint venture 
Northwest. At its peak last sum- 
mer after a production decision 
was announced, Skyline shares 
were trading on the Vancouver 
Stock Exchange at about $17. 
The current value is just over $7. 
~ :~!!~i:~? !! IZ; z; Z !! i:~ ~ ~ 
:~ i .~:::...:/~ ~: :.:.:~ . ::i~i:: : ;~ .: .:ii:i~.:i~: ... . . . . . . . .  
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Starting a restaurant 
Part 2 of a two-part series 
The restaurant business is regarded by 
many as the ideal way to enter business 
for themselves. There is no doubt a suc- 
cessful restaurant can be a,rewarding 
enterprise in many ways. The odds 
against success, however, are high. 
F.ighty percent of new restaurants fail 
within three years. 
Some owners don't recognize, until 
too late, that a restaurant is first of all 
by.Phil HarU, 
Manager, Terrace a business and not just a waY to gratify 
an urge to play host or to demonstrate 
Federal Buelnees ':. tlielr cooking skills. Others may ~fe~r  ~ 
Developm#nt Bank recognized that a restaurant is a business 
but miscalculated the time and effort, and most of all the 
managerial skills, required for its •Success. 
In some instances, restaurants have failed because they were 
the wrong type for their location - -  a gourmet or family,, 
restaurant, for example, where a lunch bar or fast food outlet 
would have been more appropriate. 
In others, the menus havebeen too ambitious, requiring the 
owner to carry longer inventories with correspondingly higher 
risks of spoilage than could be afforded. 
Finally, many restaurants have failed because they were inade- 
quately funded. A new restaurant, like any other business, re- 
quires funds to carry it through the opening period and sub- 
sequent adjustments in its operations until it finds its right place 
in the market. But funding for a restaurant isnot as readily 
available from outside sources as it is for other businesses 
because of the high mortality rate. 
These and related hazards can be overcome by detailed plan- 
ning based on extensive market surveys. The starting point should 
be to determine what type of restaurant ismost in demand --  
gourmet, family, ethnic or other - -  and where it can be best 
located. Type and location established, planning should then ex- 
tend to choice of menU, range of prices, lay-out and decor. 
The restaurant business i so competitive that there is an effec- 
tive limit to which many prices can be raised and still continue to 
generate repeat business. However attractive the decor, con- 
venient he location or willing the service, most patrons also have 
their own idea of what a meal is worth, whether five courses• at a 
gourmet restaurant or a hot •club sandwich at a lunch bar. And 
they'll not willingly pay more. in these circumstances the profit- 
ability of a restaurant, whatever type it might be, often depends 
on how effective the owner is in holding down costs as distinct 
from raising prices. 
In these circumstances, the difference between losing money, 
breaking even or showing a profit depends on how effectively the 
costs of each item on the menu can be controlled. More is in- 
volved here than knowing how to buy the ingredients, how to 
quicidy prepare and store the dishes. The restaurateur has also to 
know how to gauge the m,trket, make productive use of leftovers, 
and hold spoi!age to a minimum. 
The key to a'successful restaurant business i a continuing at- 
tention to detail. It's not enough, for example, to keep daily rec- 
cords of the purchase and sale of food and beverages. The 
records hould also be continually verified'by personal inspection. 
So it is with other aspects of a restaurant's operation: all require 
on.the-spot management. 
Such attention to detail can be time-consuming to the point of 
drudgery. But it's worth the effort to make the restaurant a suc- 
cessful one. And it will be successful i f properly planned and 
funded, and carefully managed, 
, .  , . . 
While Northwest Community College carpentry students Brian Wright (left) and Gene 
Moore (right) work on the Fire Safety House, project coordinator, Ray Tremblay (center)~ 
checks out their progress and begins a newlist of required materials. The second floor will 
go on next and then interior and exterior finishing will be completed. To date, $14,000 in 
donations and materials have been Invested in the project, but still more Is needed to add 
the finishing touches. If you think you can help, contact the firedepartment at 635-2251, 
The Fire Safety House should be completed sometime In May when it will be used to 
simulate a real fire to show people what to do In the event of an emergency. 
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uth Afr i  an ,ile:ib 
apartheid-,, to  l.ocal students , 
Nor  to a public meeting last 
Thursday ~;ht, Peter Mablan- 
gu, the Canadian representative by Ted Strsehau . 
for the ~'fican National Cojz- " 
grass (ANC), told Skeena Junior 
Secondary and Caledoda ~nior b~n hurt. And we wouldzather 
Secondary students Of.the trag- Suffer more now, to be free once 
edy of apartheid. Mahlangu, a and for all." ...... 
black South African who w~ Maldangu was born in 1951 in 
forced to join the "under- a small township named La -  
ground" in I981 due to his trade i montville near Durban. He was 
union activities, is also the one, of  six childrenin a family 
Canadian representative of the that grew up in a community 
South Afri~m Congress of with a militant history of strug- 
Trade Unions (SACTU)and a gle against apartheid. 'After 
resident of Toronto. completing Grade 10 in Lamont- 
To bring things into focus,: ville, he transferred tothe Zulu 
Mahlangu says the struggle Training Collegein Amanzimto- 
against apartheid has similarities", ti and it was here that he first 
to the Canadian Indian struggle PETER MAHLANGU: It was experienced the wrath of apar- 
for self-determination, • AI- the  blacks that called for theid. After taking part in a 
though less viol6nt (though sanctions in the first place, I strike against corporal punish- 
some saythat won't last) the .thlnksanctions are helplng a ment, his right to a college 
Canadian Indian is- struggling lot. education was removed. 
against almost insurmountable ' In 1970, Mahlangu found his 
odds to save their culture and have the right to vote. first job as a clerk.at Leon 
aboriginal lands, says Matt: But Mahlangu says there is Mariser, a cabinet and office 
langu, hope. Sanctions can work. And furniture factory. In 1975, when 
But the struggle in South .'even a community as isolated black trade unions were begin- 
Africa is even' more difficult, from the tragedy as Terrace can ning to emerge, he relo~ted to 
The Canadian Indian can make rio -its "part. Faced with media Empangeni, Natal, as an em- 
a public Outcry without retn'bu- reports that trade sanctions ployee of Richards Bay Miner- 
tion -- but theblack African would create unprecedented als,  a Canadian multinational 
Can't. The media is owned 'by.  unemployment and harm only corporation. 
the government and even reports blacks, Mahlangu points out, With the help of ~e South 
seen or heard in canada nd the "It Was the blacks that called for African Allied Workers Union, 
U.S. are distorted and mislead- sanctions iri the first place," employees at the Empangeni 
ing: every report is first viewed and, "I  think sanctions are help- firm formed their first union 
~en edited before being re- ing a lot." but not without a bitter struggle. 
leased, • tJut while cutting consumer In~ 1981, Mahlangu could not 
To emphasize how difficult it ' purchases of South African ret~n to Empangeni after a 
is for blacks to tell their story, goals is a part of maintaining series of major strikes, and as a 
Maldangu describes the true. effective sanctions, " the Canadi- result became a full: time union 
facts of life as seen through.the an people have to call on their organizer in Durban. But he was 
eyes of some of the more pro- "government to do more. Gov-• eventually forced from the fore- 
gressive SOuth .African news- ernment-controlled sanctions front of union activities and 
papers, newspapers such as the must be r.|andatory, not volun- became a part of the under- 
New Nation which the white tary~ he says. ground structure of SACTU 
government shut do~vn for three Since sanctions were imposed, inside South Africa. 
months for the content of its Canadian trade With South Afri- This was a period Of historic 
reports. Or th~ Weekly Mail ca has increased by 68 percent achievement for the union 
which suffered the same fate six and Mahlangu blames that on movement in South Africa. In 
months ago for tr]~" g to tell the Western governments and cor- 1985, they were successful in the 
truth of the struggle in the potations. As examples, he tells formation Qf the Congress of 
townships, of a $600 million loan to a South African Trade Unions 
And according tO Mahlangu Luxembourg-based South Afri- (COSATU), a unified trade un- 
this censorship isn't done with- can firm by a Canadian bank, ion movement which Mahlangu 
out cause. "The news is released and financial aid to groups incit- describes as a unity against apar- 
selectively," he says. "It's dis- ing black division by the Ameri- theid exploitation. 
torted." And the result, says can government, In  1986, joint meetings 
Mahlangu, is the perception For sanctions to work, Mah- between ANC, SACTU and 
worldwide that blacks are fight- langu says, these sorts of prac- COSATU in Lusaka, Zambia, 
ing amongst themselves, that tices must stop -- and South added further to their commit- 
they are an unruly, uneducated Africa blacks were prepared to ment of unity. And today, 
mob incapable of governing pay the price. He explains that Mahlangu and his Canadian co- 
themselves. The public outside blacks could lose jobs -- they worker, Bafo Nyanga, tour the 
South Africa is led to conclude could suffer. But with most of country with the message of 
that white.government of Prime the country's 4.5 million unem- their Struggle -- asking for help 
Minister Piet Vapen Botha is ployed being black anyway, and understanding in order to 
justified in saying that South Mahlangu says a little more crush a 40.yearoold regime which 
Africa's five million whites must can't hurt. "We have always Mahlangu says is described by 
rule over the country's 30 rail- been on the lowest rung," says the United Nations as a "crime 
lion blacks, people who don't ~Mahlangu. '!We have .always against humanity". , 
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March 7 • 31 -- The Northwest Regional Jurled Art;~ J" . :  
Show, sponsored by the RegionalArtsCouncll, will be [ . 
. held at the Terrace Public Art Gallery, Entry forms are ~. ~ 
rnow available at the Terrace Public Art Gallery, Terrace , . 
Public Library and Walinda Crafts. For further informa- 
tion, Call 635:9960. 
March 25 and 29 --The EasterServlces of St. Matthew's 
• Anglican Church, Terrace, will be as follows: Saturday I 
at 8 p.m., The Great Vigllof Easter and Baptism, at Kn0x I United Church. EasterSundayServices. Holy Eucharist: 
--  8:45 a.m. at Knox United Church; 11 a.m. at St. Mat- ... 
thew's Court Chapel,~ 
March 25 and Apdl I - -  Mills Memorial Hospital Aux- 
iliary Thrift Shop end of season $1.50 brown bag sale of 
shoes and clothing, at 4544 Lazelle Avenue from 11a.m. 
to 4 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 29 -- Is the deadline for reglstratlon 
of the ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING WORKSHOP to be 
held March 31 from 7 to 9 p.m. and Aprll I from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. at the Northwest Counselllng Centre, 4711 
Lazelle Ave. In Terrace. Reglster wlth Northwest 
counselllng Centre between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. Please 
leave your name and phone number. Maxlmum 10 par- 
tlclpants, mlnlmum 8: Course facllltator: Lynn Hughes, 
638-8311. 
Wednesday, March 29 -- The Terrace NDP Club will 
hold a 'Polltlcal PubNlght' at the Carpenters Hall, 3312 
Sparks St. In Terrace at 7:30 p.m. Special guest: Van, 
couver journallst Stan Persky. For further informatlon 
call Gall Murray at 635-6756. 
Fddlty, March 3! --  Is the registration deadline for the 
Northern Women's Conference to be held in Prince 
George April 28, 29 and 30,1989. You don't have to 
belong to any organlzati0n to take part In this con- 
ference. Travel subsidy available. For further informa- 
tion, call Angela at 635.5445 or Carol at 635-2695; or 
write Conference '89, 3go3simpson crescent, Terrace, . 
B.C. V8G 3M1. 
Thursday, April 6 -- A public meeting of the Arthritis 
Society Will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the lower hall of the 
public Iibraw. Guest speaker will be physiotherapist 
Anne Leclerc. A video will be shown called Exercising 
with ArthritiS. Everyone welcome. 
Monday, • April 10 -- TheTerrace Riverboat Days Society 
will hold a general meeting at the Royal Canadian 
Legion at 7:30 p.m. All Interested groups are urged to at- 
.tend as the scheduling of events will be drawn up. Event 
forms will also be available at this time. For more infor- 
mation; please contact Joan at 635-5633 or Daisy at 
638-0429. 
Saturday, Apdl 15 -- Children's concert by "Gumboot 
Lollipop" at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre at I p.m. Sponsored 
by the Terrace French Preschool. A new experience In 
children's entertainment that parents will enjoy too. 
Monday, Apdl 17 - -  Almost Classic Dinner Theatre 
Benefit at 6 p.m. in the Northwest Community College 
dining room. Sponsored by NWCC Students' Associa- 
tion. Limited seatingl Tickets available at Erwln 
Jewellers or from Rudy and KIm at 635-6511. For more 
information, call KIm Cordelro at 635-6511 (Ice. 332) or 
Rudy Motschilnig at 635-6511 (Ice. 227). 
Wednesday, April 19 -- KSAN Society will be holding a 
general public meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the library base- 
mont. The public is cordially invited. 
Thursday, April 20 -- Skeenavlew Lodge Reunion plan- 
ning meeting at 7:30 p.m. inthe Senior Citizens' Lounge, 
4623 Tuck Ave. All former employees are asked to at- 
tend to make this reunion a success. 
Wednesday, April 26 -- Terrace Pipes & Drums Society 
regular spring general meeting at 7:30 p.m. at the Kin 
Hut on the corner of N. Sparks and Halliwell (by the 
horseshoe pitch). Among the items to be discussed are 
changes to the constitution and by-laws. 
Sunday, May 7 - -  The VANCOUVER SYMPHONY OR- 
CHESTRA, sponsored by the Terrace and District Arts 
Council, will be performing at the R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Tickets are now on sale at Erwin's Jewellers In the 
Skeena Mall. 
Grsetlnga from Eaetend, Saaket©hewan, We are 75 
years old this year and we are going to celebratel On 
June 30, July I and 2, 1989, we are going to have a great 
time. We'd love to hear from anyone who used to live in 
the Eastend area, or has friends or relatives there that 
would like to J01n us in our festivities. To register or for 
more Information, please contact the Eastend 75th An- 
nlvereary Committee, Box 334, Eastend, Saskt~tchewan. 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ,.adian imports come expects new stockfrom Chile to 
'-i'!!dup~rmarkets in to~n were ~unount of Chilean expoi-t fruit through the,U.S, be in the store tomorrow or 
:iforced:to destroy hundreds of shipped to U.S..markets had 
• ," ; '  ' " 7 ~ ; ' . i " 
- -  Wednesday, March 22, 1989:~;]5 
Jura , / nll:ea : 
. p iunds o f  ~fruit last week after. 
the: C~ad ian  government de' 
clared an embargo n s~es of 
produce imported from Chile. 
The embargo came as a result 
o f -an  anonymous phone call to 
the American embassy in Sanfia- 
been contaminated with .cya- 
nide. Trace amounts of the 
chemical were later found in 
grapes in Philadelphia, and the 
Canadian government i ordered 
Chilean produce off grocery 
shelves across the country.be- 
Guest editorial 
Terrace Safeway manager 
Eric Johanson said his store,s. 
primary stock of Chilean fruit 
was grapes along with a smaller 
quantity "of nectarines. They 
were pulled out immediately, 
held in cold storage, and.subse- 
quently destroyed. The embargo 
has been' lifted, and Johanson 
Friday. 
Johanson said he doesn't have 
exact figures for his store, but he 
did say the cost to Safeway 
across Canada is in excess of $1 
Start :Doll, produce, manager 
for_Terrace Overwaitea, said 
that store destroyed 42 Cases, or 
:Why B.C. farm land should be preserved 
Editor's note: the following brief was submitted to the 
i government-appointed commission of review that was struck late 
i~.last year.to examine the B.C. government Agricultural Land 
' Reservepolicy. The ALR system was created in the mid-1970"s inan 
effort to preserve B.C. farmland by preventing other forms of 
::: development onagricultural land designated as reserve. 
!i % The author of the brief is Cyril Shelford, a former MLA for 
5keena nd a well-known figure in thO Northwest. His second book, 
We Pioneered, is about to go into its second printing. 
able to raise enough food to feed their own people and that they 
have had to dig into reserves. As Lester Brown, president of the 
prestigious Worldwatch Institute in Washington, stated in his recent 
study on world food supply, the outlook is bleak with the large 
areas of drought, especially in Kansas, Texas and Argentina, where 
they could lose the entire crop. AS he stated, if we get another 
drought next year, all hell will break loose. ,The world stocks in 
millions of metric tons on July 1 were: 
Mr. Chairman, 
• :I would like to thank you for this opportunity to offer my views 
:! On the Land Commission. I'm pleased to see you are looking for 
ideas and comments from the public. Any program such as this 
should be reviewed after a number of years. 
__ First of all, I support he Land Commission --  more so for the 
long-term needs of agriculture than the short.term. Many will argue 
it is cheaper for the consumer to bring in supplies from the U.S. and 
. elsewhere, which admittedly can be true in the short-term --  
however, a very dangerous policy in the long-term. As I've said 
many times, lose your production units and lose your nation. 
' Without food, a nation is too vulnerable to pressures for water and 
other resources. Water is our most valuable natural resource and 
i should be declared as such before some government issilly enough 
to give it away for a song. We paid $1.50 (American) for a litre of 
i Water on a recent rip to Asia. This is only the start with the poliu- 
~fi0 n of rivers in all ~arts 0fth e world. 
:: Evm in the shor~ierm, we as consumers gain'by production at 
home. AS anexample, when cherries come on sale from California, 
they are up $2 a pound; when ours come on sale, the price to the 
consumer drops to 70¢ or 80e a pound. This is true with potatoes 
and other products. 
If it wasn't for our supply, the price would remain high all year 
round. For these reasons, and many more, we must keep the 
Agricultural Land Reserve. There is only about four percent of the 
total and in B.C. which is considered suitable for agriculture. Many 
people think that when they look at a map of B.C. there is an 
unlimited land base for agriculture and forestry, but if you take the 
mountains, lakes and swamp land away, we are not really a large • 
province. Granted, there is a need for fine.tuning because some 
land in the Reserve shouldn't be there. However, there is a need for 
buffers around farms to keep subdivisions away. You can subdivide 
Up to five feet from the property line, yet if a farmer tried to put a 
barn that close, all hell would break loose. Those on the Commis- 
sion have to understand the realities of life today, where people buy 
in a subdivision close to a farm, then sign a petition to get rid of the 
farm. We always have to keep in mind not only the long-term need 
Of land but also the viability of the farm. Many who demonstrate to 
keep farm land, leave the demonstration to go and buy their milk, 
eggs, and cheese in the U.S. Each year, 65,445,000 litres of milk 
:~, come in from the U.S., reducing our share of M.S.Q. (Market 
Share Quota) by 1,300,000 litres a year, which our processors badly 
need to supply our markets. 
..... I would strongly recommend you consider doing away with the 
Appeal to Cabinet which, no matter how you try, makes many deci. 
' sions far too policital. Even if they are not, it looks to the general 
: public that it is. It's always easy to find someone in any organiza- 
tion who belongs to some party - -  whose name can be used in an at- 
tempt o show political favoritism, which is not good for the Com- 
mission. The government always has the right to change the Com. 
mission if too many mistakes are made. In order for the Cabinet o 
reach'a sounddecision on any given parcel of land, each Minister 
• 
would have to take as much time to research the issues involved as 
the* Commission members spent inthe first place. If this were done 
on each occasion, then there would be no reason for the Commis- 
sion in the first place. We all know full well that Cabinets of any 
government don't have this kind of time to spend on such issues, 
i i !~me they have so many other responsibilities to attend to. 
...... If there is need for appeal in controversial cases, then set up an in- 
dependent appeal panel but get away from the Cabinet appeals -- 
~itts not good for the image of govermgents. 
~ if we are to preserve our ability as a province to produce food for 
i our own needs a hundred or two hundred years from now, we, as a 
i: isociety, must make a firm•decision now to protect our limited land. 
..... The report in the Globe andMail of January 26, 1989 should be a 
~ Warning to all of us that shortages can develop quickly with drought 
i in many areas of the world at the same time. As the report states, 
" this is the first year in decades when the U.S. farmers have not been 
1987 1988 1989 Normal 
Wheat !75 144 112 135 
Feed Grains 233 209 116 120 
Rice 50 42 40 50 
All Grains 458 396 269 305 
Soybeans 20 20 14 20 
Source: Schnittker Assoc. 
Hopefully, next year will be far better and will bring world stocks 
back to normal. However, even if it does, this should be a fair warn- 
ing not only to the world community, but also to all of us right here 
in B.C. --  don't rely on others for our food supply or we will live to 
regret it. 
Cyril M. Shelford. 
about 700 Ibs;,. ofgrapes ,.: n¢~. 
tarines, plums and peaches;. Doll 
noted that Overwaitea's head 
office may be atteinpting to get 
.some form of compensation for 
their 10ss from the federal gov- 
ernment. .: 
• . .  - . 
Overwaltea will be. receiving 
stocks of Chilean produce soon. 
When asked "if he thought cud- 
tomers ~ould be wary; Doll said 
he expects it may take awhile 
for some people to regain confi- 
dence in the products. "Most 
people I've talked to thought it 
was an overreaction by the gov- 
ernment," he remarked. 
Reg Piercey, produce manag- 
er at the local Co-op, was more 
• cautious: the Co-op will not 
replenish its stocks of Chilean 
produce. They also had to de- 
stroy an unspecified amount of 
grapes, nectarines, tangerines 
and peaches. Piercey thinks it 
will take some time to rebuild 
consumer confidence in Chilean 
fruit. "The demand won't be 
there for a while," he fore- 
casted. 
In the mean time, there won't 
be any gra l~.S in the Co-op's 
bins and there will be an absence 
of many other kinds of soft fruit 
- -  all three store representatives 
confn'med that Chile is the only 
source for those products at this 
time of year. Piercey said other 
sources will start shipping in 
about a month. 
Diamond. Dinner tickets on sale 
Tickets for one o f  the gala 
social events of the year -  the 
Terrace Centennial Lions 
Ladies' Diamond Dinner - -  will 
be sold on a limited-availability 
basis at Erwin's Jewellers Friday 
from 5 to 9 p.m. and Saturday 
from. 9-30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Only 
250 tickets will be sold. 
Transpor ta t ion  
task force  ---- 
hear ings  - -  
continued from page 7 
Grundmarm, who repeated a 
position presented to the task 
force on transportation and the 
disabled held in Terrace amonth 
ago. It requested a HandiDart 
service for Terrace. 
Grundmann noted that a 
transportation support system is 
"paramount to seniors' needs" 
in terms of social activities and 
health. "The winters are hard 
here, and that compounds their 
isolation. Transportation is part 
of a healthy lifestyle for them," 
she said. 
Talstra noted that Terrace city 
council had received the same 
proposal and the municipality 
has invited B.C. Transit to dis- 
cuss the possibility. 
Grundmann said, "We're 
lobbying whoever we can." 
The Task Force committee 
held a total of eight public 
hearings in the Northwest. Rick 
Wozney said the committee will 
meet shortly after April 1 to 
establish priorities and then re- 
port to the regional advisory 
council. That council is sched- 
uled to report to North Coast 
Minister of State Terry Huberts 
by july 1. 
Organizers say this year's 
event will feature fewer but 
"bigger and better" prizes. The 
major prize is a diamond cod- 
tributed by Erwin's. 
The dinner takes place on the 
evening of April 15 at the Innof  
the West. 
I*1 Revenue Canada RevenuCanada 
Taxation Irnl~t 
Tax questions? 
We've got the answers! 
If questions crop up when you're fill- 
ing out your tax return, there's no need 
to leave home for help. The answers to 
your questions are a phone call away. 
Revenue Canada, Taxation will be 
available With answersto your questions. 
From now to the end of April, Monday 
through Thursday, this service will be 
available to 9 p.m. 
Look for our local and toll-free long- 
distance numbers in your telephone 
directory, orat the back of your income 
tax guide. 
When you need help, we're close at hand. 
Canad  
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II and iieep: for' .. , .  . . . .  : ; :  . . . .  
II the., Lord, only maketh .... " ....... 
[I medwellinsafety." : 
~ ~ l  ~L~'~'* .~:~ 
Terrace resident Deborah Sargent, a former employee of the Workers' Compensation 
Board, was hired recently as administrator for the 16.37 Community Futures program. 
Sargent is working in temporary quarters downtown ,,ntil the program's permanent home in 
the new provincial government Access Centre on Eby St. is ready for occupancy. 
Your chance to get involved-- 
Ksen Home -- Call us for support and infor- 
mation If you are it victim of mental or physical 
abuse. We're available 24 hours a day to 
women, men and children. Phone 035-6447. 
The Alzhelmer Information line: phone 
635-3178. 
ALANON: for family and friends of alcoholics. 
if someone elee's ddnidng Is affecting your 
life, pleMe Join us In Alanon. Meetings are on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. in the meeting room 
on the Psychiatric ward of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. For information or support in s time 
of need, call 638.1291. 
ALATEEN: for youn0 people affected by some- 
one else'e dflnklng, in Alatosn you can meet 
others who share your experience, and loam 
about alcoholism as an illness. If alcohol Its a 
problem In your family, come to sn Alateen 
meeting on Thursdays from 3:30 to 4:30 at 
Skeene Junior 8eeondsry, Room111. For more 
Informatlon, call 635-2436. 
A.CoO.A., Adult chlldren of slcohollce and 
dlsfunotlonal famlllea, meetlnga on Thursdays 
at Knox Unlted Church from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. 
For more informatlon, call 638-8117. 
The Torrm:e OhlM Development Centre needs 
volunteers to anslst our therapy and pre-RChool 
staff wlth Indlvldual treatment programs. Ac- 
tlvltles Include: blke ddlng, awlmmlng and 
• other staff recommendatlons. For more Infer- 
matlon contact Maurnen or Monlque st 
635-9388 or 635-7557. 
The Ten'ace Youth Centre'at houm are: For 10 
to 19 year olds, Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 7- 
9 p.m.; For 13- 19 year.olds Frldays, 8:30 p.m. 
to mldnlght. We offer a vadety of programs to 
Interest everyone who comes through that TYC 
or you can Just hang out, It's up to you. We are 
always in the market for volunteers tool The 
Terrace Youth Centre Is located at 4634 Welsh 
Avenue In the old Ukrainian Hall, ,phone 
635.2018. 
Evew Monday evening It's Cdbbego NIgM at 
Terrecevlew Lodge from 7 to 9 p.m. Everyone in 
the community is Invited to drop In and catch 
the action. 
Terrace Association for Community Uving 
needs advocates for handicapped people liv- 
ing in Terrace. For more Information please 
phone Janios art ~5.6322. 
ToRya~ Toastmasters -- Do you find it difficult 
to prepare and give a talk? Turn to 
Toastmasters for help. Msetlngat are the flret 
and third Tuesday of each month at Northwest 
0ommunlty College, room 206, at 7:30 p.m. For 
Information, contact Dick Evans at 635-7068. 
/ 
Do you need an break? Come to COFFEE 
BREAK, an interdenominational Bible study for 
women. FREE nursery for Infants and toddlers. 
Children ages 3 to 5 will love Storyhour. Every 
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the Chris- 
tian Reformed Church, corner :of Sparks and 
Straume. Also, Bible ;study 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
No previous knowledge xpsoted. For more In- 
formation or transportation,, call HIIda at 
635-7871 or Ruth at 635-2621. We look forward 
to seeing youl 
The Terrace Friends atnd Families of 
Schizophrenics iea support group that meets 
once per month. Meetings-are the 3rd Tuesday 
of the month at 7:30 p.m. at the Psych. C~on- 
ference Room at Mills Memorial Hospital. One 
aim ~)f the Group is to provide community 
education about this illness. Anyone wishing 
tO lesm more or become part of this group Is 
welcome to attend the meetings. Please call 
638-3325 for further Information. 
The Terrace Duplloste Bddgo Club meets every 
Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary In the cafeteria. Anyone Interested 
In playing please contact Ellen Smith at 
6354096 or May McFarlsnd at 635-2875. 
Everyone welcome. 
One' Parent Family mecdlngs are held .the sec- 
ond Wednesday of every month. For more In- 
formation phone Dabble at 6354383 or Helen 
at 635-4336. 
Sksenn Valley Rebekah Lodge holds regular 
meetings every second and fourth Wednesday 
of the month at 8 p.m. in the Oddfellow's Hall, 
3222 Munroe, Terrace. For more information 
call 635-2470. 
Please, atulet the less fortunate of Terrace. 
The Anti-poverty Group Society Is receiving . 
donations from people of good wlll~ so that 
they may continue helping disadvantaged pea- 
pie. Send your contribution to treasurer 
Josephine Buck, Room 200, 4721 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 1T3. Phone 635-4631. 
Ten'ace Minor Hookey Is looking for coaches, 
managers, division heads, and referees for the 
upcoming season. Those Interested should 
phone 8atndy Marshall at 035-7623 evenings, or 
Dick KIIbom at 635-3661 evenings, or 635-40511 
during the day, . 
Alcohol and Drug Eduestlon ~ Night at 
Mills Memorial Hospital in the Psyohlatrlo Unit 
every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. 
WouM you Ilko to make s pereonsl eomldiN. 
tlon to the IIvN of people suffering from the 
effeote of grime? The Terrsoe Vlctlmat 
Aesletanos Program le seeking volunteers, For 
more Informattlon call Korea Walker or Get. 
Ewan Harris at 6380333. 
• Sacred Heart Catholic Church 
Nklm Tlmml: Pastor: 
Saturday: 7:30 p.m, ~ Fr. •Allan F. Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00 a.m, O.M.I. 
11:30 a.m. 
"4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican Episcopal Church 
Sunday Services: Clergy: 
9 a.m. & 11 a.m. Reverend Bill Andersen 
Sunday Scn001classes are held durino the g a.m. service. Chlld Reverend Peter Zlmmer 
care Is available during the 9 a.m. service. 35"9  
4506 Lokelse Avenue 6 019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Starting Sunday January 1, Worship Service at 12 noon 
Sunday School 10:30 a.m. 
Pastor. Donald P. Bolstad 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
i 
Terrace Seventh-Day Adventist Church 
Sabbath School: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. 
Divine Sorvlce: 
Saturday 11300 a.m. 
• 3306 Griff iths * 
Poster= 
ale Unruh ~ t,lS-?313i 
prayer Meeting: 
, Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
. . . .  '~ 635.3232 
_ i 
Evan~-----~geli--eal Free Church 
Sunday School: 
(for all age s) 
9:45 a.m. 
Sunday Services: 
8:30 a.m. / 11:00 a.m. 6::30 p.m. 
3302 SDarks Street 
PoMors: 
Jim Westman 
Gordon Froese 
Prayer Meeting: 
W~d. 7:0o p.m. 655-51 i5  
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Mlnldor: 
10:30 a.m. Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave, 635'6014 
Terrace Pentecostal Assembly 
Eady Sendce: 
8:30 a.m. 
Aesoelete Pastor:. 
Sundaty School: 
10:00 a.m. 
, Momlng 8ervlcs: 
3511 Eby Street 
11:15 a.m. 
Paeton 
John Caplln 
Cliff Slebert 
Prayer Time: 
6:00 p.m. 
Evoulng Service: 6:30 p.m. 
635-2434 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible School: pastor: Rick Wiebe 
9:45 a . m . .  Ass't Pastor:Douglas Ginn 
Divine Worship: 11:00 a.m. Fellowship Service 6:30 P.m. 
All are cordlal|y Invit~ecl 
Youth M ln ls t r /w .  Home Bible Studies. .Vldtat ion 
4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday Services: 
9:310 a.m. Christian Education (all ages) 
! 1:00 a,m. Holiness Meeting 7:00 p.m, Salvation Meeting 
For Further Information cell 
4643 Walsh Avenue 6 :15-6480 
Christian Reformed Church 
Bunchy 8online: Piston. 
11 Lm. & 5 p.m. Peter 8luyat -- 635-2621 
Coffee lkmk, t.Nkm' e~ Study 
Wednesdays 930 ~m. & 7:45 p,m, 
3602 Sparks 636-6173 
. ..! 
ring's gets   p artial'  a ipProva ! ifo r land :use 
~s -criteria Orleans will eventually:. .._; ...... ..... 
:.: ~d be given the" option to buy the: ... ~ ...... ~ 
". -..'.:.i:~:;Cr0~nLan'ds to.develop 51.29 Irwinsaid the critefia include ( " ~ ' s ~  ~ ~ . ~ .  "- :~~2s .~ ~' "[ ' 
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i :: }..~;.:::ipH~iibn, Fried over..a: year ago, ;Original application isstill under : i ~ # 
.:-. :: :.:.~ i~0"ri153, hectares he.intended to". review and may at.s0me pointbe. . " "~ ~ ' ! 
- . . .  ::, ;i.i:c6iit~e: "/:.: . ,~ '.: .. :.Orleans,. "We'.rehad discus- 
" : ~:~:.::!.:::;i:.:.::M~.stryrepresentative Bill Ir': siom., with him;". Irwin said. -~ : ~ li I 
• / ../:' :/,.Wiii said last week in an inter- "We told him to provide a corn, ~ii , ...... ~ l 
, i::i ':i:!:i:xiew ' .from ,Smithers that the ~ prehensive: development :"~lan,' ~ . - " :~ 
• ' :., ' :: .property will i be leased to justffyhis needrfortheland,land i~ ~ 
' '.:. Orleans.for an annual fee "at a-then file.an environmental im- '~ ' 
: .. - - :,. . rate...., that reflects the market: pact statement; . .; " "  " . L ; " . . . . .  " 
. ~: t. ~/v~ue"of the land"', and if the Bert Orleans. was -in Van- :" 
• [ :.::;::.'~nistw is satisfied that the couver and unavailable for com- ~ ...., -i 
," ,,t " i ! 
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r~ 
. The young Van Horne was on one of his many inspection t o U r S w h e n  his ~ ~ " ' "  )i "'~ t'" . . . .  -~ " 
oftheSt. Louisli.ne. He was trave.lling in second class, ashe t, l ,~ss r s~!'-" : " .  
oftendid, thoughts were mterrupted by a group of ~ • ;gs~ 
• tough4o0king young men who were teasing a black baby and its ~N~ i~ ~ ~ ~ '  . . . .  " 
came to a head when onf of the .~j..~ ~----~ ,~:"  . .-. :, ; -~ ,  .. " ;.'~":'~"~;?~:"::/~: " . : ,  ., ...:... ,, ,. wor~ ~d young mother. Matters 
young men.  . . slapped the child and the young, woman,, looked. &~ ~ ~. . . _ . . _  ~ ..... ~ .~ : 
".around helplessly, VanHome sprang to his feet, Leave that @ ~'~{'~,~. - " -  27  " " • ~. -~, :~r . .  -:,.! 
' ~ child: al0ne!" There was tense moment and then the young man "~.]X,'X~' ~squ r~ i . ] ~" 
:..back~l:down and later leftthe train. As soon as they had gone, .~ I~ \ \~,,'Y"X ~,"X.~ Pt J " " i~9 . ":": 
.-the:conductor, Who had been nowhere in sight up to then, went ~ ' - , ~ ,  ~1~~7s4 ! 'i " 'i.i!:~!:~"!~::'::i"~ 
. t0Van HOme, "Do you know who these men are?: Tlmt's Jesse " " 
.. ~and:~ankJames and the Younger brothers . ' ,  ' " ' ~ . 
:.' ~:~ : --Van. Home is one of the six men whose careers form the basis 
, :i Of Lords of the Line by:.David Cruise and Alison Griffiths. They ~ , ~  • .'.J/~ . .~... .: . : !.~:" ~'.. 
'. / "ere,al! presidents of the CPR. Geor,e StePhen. put together the • .:;;.::enii~pr$. e '~ .~ ~ ~-  ~i ;~ i ; i~~ .~-. --", ~_ 
that would ~ome the CPR; Vanl Homepushed the " ,  
:i.:r~6adtoitscomplefi0n; Thomas Shaughnessy put to one side a ~ ~.~~i  ~ i ,~  . . . "~.9~ "~=. 
i :=b..rilliant career in American politics to become purchasing.agent 
: ~"~'i'~v= aqalmost bankrupt company. Shaughnessy wasa man with a- _ t ,  ~,, : - ~-_  ~. .~,  \ .  ~ . ~ . ~ . ~ _ . I I / ~ / 7 " / ~  r-,,-,. ~) -~'3 '; : ~ ' ]  ~_ . .  "\ 
: :ja.diced View. of mankind, believing evil lurked in evew man ~~x~. : , ; -~!~;7~- :~d~~f  ~. - -  
:i.~d only vigilance kept•it in cheeR. Edward Beatty waged a " ' ° "  ; ~c°6802 -' " ' ' ' ~'~" ' " /~)  I [ " ' / " ~
-:'~ ~c!ous war with Sir Henry. Thornton, president of the CNR, iii vt^r, ~ , . ~ '  ~ l~6x t: ~ " ' . * e8o7 'I 
b~ome a strong leader, while lan Sinclair, "The Buccaneer", 
Was a businessman who transformed the company from a 
railrOad into an 18billion dollarmulti-national company. 
i:~ David Cruise .and Alis0n.Gfiffiths have given tis afascinating 
history of the Hne. They have also given:us a lively, h igh iy - . '  . .  
entertainingview ofnot oniy these strong and colorful . . . . .  • 
Characters, but of the manyothers who contributed to the stow 
of the CPR. ' . . . .  
i..In.his preface to Treasures, George F. Macdonald, Director of 
• the. , Canadian. Museum of Civilization, reminds us that in Nova 
Sc0.ti.a, Scottish weaving techniques, forgotten intheir homeland, 
Still persist. That until recently, Inuit singers in the Arctic used a 
fiddle descended from an ancient Nordic instrument. It is these 
artifacts, these techniques, these representations of the living peo- 
ple who have inhabited this land, that are the basis of the collec- 
tion in Treasures. The blending of crafts, designs and techniques, 
songs, singers and musicians from the many peoples who have 
made uP the land produce a living culture. The Canadian 
Museum of Civilization exists to celebrate that. From the Vic- 
torian wedding •dress of a southern Ontario bride and the elegant 
and beautiful skautbnningur of her Icelandic sister, the collection 
shows us the musical instruments, clocks, furnishings and arts. 
Charles Edensliaw's totem faces his great grandson's, Robert 
Davidson, golden sun; Haida masks and Inuit sculpture give Way 
to the fabrics; toys and tools of the emigrants. This is a wide- 
ranging and diverse introduction to the treasures of the museum. 
The collection has been skillfully photographed and handWomely 
presented. Treasures is published by Camden House/Firefly at 
$29.95. 
The area outlined In bold Indicates the approximate boundaries of the land approved for 
development by Mount Layton'Hot Springs owner Bert Orleans. It's about a third of the area 
Orleans originally applied for. 
'"Dirty Thirties" recipes published 
The Terrace Regional Mu- too. There are doughnuts - -  a kee Buns" - -  a frugal mix of  
seum S0ciety has another pubH- 
.cation for sale, "Authentic Rec- 
ipes from the Dirty Thirties". 
First printed by the society in 
1987, the book is a collection of 
authentic recipes orignial]y pub- 
lished in 1932 by the Ladies 
Guild of the Knox United 
Church. They come from the 
households of some of  our bet- 
ter known pioneers, including 
housewives, businessmen , farm- 
ers, loggers and educators. 
But they come also from 
less likely sources.., mechanics, 
policemen, and yes, even politi- 
cians. 
If you're a budding politician, 
however, don't rash out and buy 
a copy just for it's political 
content. You won't find, 'How 
To Cook the Opposition's Polit- 
ical Goose", It isn't included in 
the book. But there are recipes 
for a hot day, and those could 
be just as useful o~ capital hill 
when the hot wind is blowing. A 
sandwich filling made with lem- 
on jelly powder, mustard, vine- 
gar, salad dressing, macaroni, 
cabbage, celew and pimento is 
just one of these tantalizing 
offerings. It has something for 
everyone, and that's ~what 
democracy is all about. 
- "But. of  course there are offer- 
. Ing~ for the ,'regular people". 
sweet offering much like a bud- 
get speech: the goodies in the 
middle have all been removed." 
There's something called "Yah- 
flour: salt, soda and tartar with 
a sprinkling of butter, s-ugar and 
sweet milk, Nothing to do with 
continued on page 19 
Follow The Stars 
Ss lite TV Sale. 
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• 4450 oo *Includes 
• Ins ta l la t ion  
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.::- ::+, PRE]  TEEH 
'LI ' l l l ; J '  ttlECT RONIC$ 
4519 Lakelse Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. VgG IP3 
Phone: (604) 635-$134 
(or Box 1060, Terrace, VgG 4C4) 
Adrian Forsyth's TheNature of Birds is an exploration of bird 
behavior and how that behavior affects their success as a species. 
Form and color of plumage, sons, choice of nesting site all in- 
fluence their success in reproducing and nurturing their kind, 
There are fascinating insights into the manner in which different 
birds achieve these ends. Screech owls for example, keep blind 
snakes alive in their nests because the snakes devour parasites, 
keeping the next clean and making it healthier for the young 
birds. Forsyth also brings up the danger to various species as the 
tropical ralnforests of South America are razed, and areas of the 
southern United States are cleared for tourht resorts or the pro. 
duotion of various cash crops. The Nature o f  Blrds is infqrmative 
and it has been illustrated withhands0me color photography.4t 
is publish~ by Camden HoUse at $19.95 in paler, 
• t 
i. 
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CARRUTHERS/CONNOLLY I - -  A proud Auntie Sheri 
would fike to announce the birth o f  'her niece Caylan On 
March 14, 1989 Weighing 8 lbs.. 4½ ozs, Parents are Audra 
Connolly and Clinton Carruthers. 
McDONALD - -  Randy and Carol are thrilled to announce 
the arrival of Nathan Craig Antero, born January 15, 1989, 
weighing 8 lbs. 8 ozs. 
MacKAY/REDMOND --  Holly and David are happy to an- 
nounce the birth of their new baby daughter "Alexandria 
Lynn", born February 14, 1989 in Surrey Memorial Hospital. 
She weighed 7 lbs. 12 ozs. 
MA-TTHEWS/MOJAK - -  Debbie Matthews and John Mo- I 
jak are proud to announce the birth of  their baby son on [ 
March 15, 1989 weighing in at 5 lbs. 3 ozs. A special Birthday I Bundle for mother Debbie. 
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MELHAM - -  Bom to Mike and Lori, March 14, 1989, 
Amanda Lee, ,8 lbs. 4 ozs. A sister for Meganl Thanks to Dr. 
Hodge and the staff at-Mills Memorial Hospital. 
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/The eyatts By Jack Elrod -I 
I(~ e,~ ~o,~) i ~ ~  
~9]~E~.8 ' : 2i-hourPhone ~ " ~' ~ 
'd1-'O,.,~ ~'1][~ n 004)635"4080. 
h~~, , '~u ,  Skoena Mall I ' ' 
I ly th I • : .Sa l  For -- : . ByGreg:aoward  
ARIES 
Mar. 21-Apr. 19 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-June 20 
CANCER 
June 21-July 22 
LEO 
guly 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
Aug. 23-Sept. 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-Och 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGrrrARIUS 
Nov. 22-Dee. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 2Z-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Jan. 20-Feb. 18 
PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mar. 20 
Forecast Period: 3/26-4/1/89 
• Restless energy keeps you on the lookout for 
change in business and personal affairs. Reach 
out for opportunity. 
It might be wise for you to soft pedalyour plans 
for a change in lifestyle. 
Hopes and wishes may seem beyond reach. A 
new approach to problems leads to better under- 
standing. 
As you might expect, a clandestine meeting with 
a prominent person casts an unsavory shadow 
andstar ts tongues wagging. 
• An attraction to a particular person stimulates 
an interest in cultural activities. Go where the 
action is. 
Be alert where joint money is concerned, One you 
trust for sound advice may be off the mark a 
little. 
Significant developments in business affairs have 
a decided impact on domestic tranquility. Keep 
the peace, whatever it takes. 
Self-imposed restrictions raise tension in your 
dealings with co-workers. Take a gentler approach 
in handling minor upsets. 
The pleasure you experience in social activities 
issomewhat dampened by bdngacutely awareof 
the cost. Enjoyl 
Unexpected events change the course of history. 
Home life takes an upturn. Exercise your authority. 
Visiting friends and relatives keeps your thoughts 
on others and you don't have time to feel sorry 
for yourself. 
Plan to make better use of facilities at home for 
socials and meetings. Savings can be realized. 
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I "Doonesbury -'_.,~ GARRY TRUDEAU 
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thing." : " . . . .  ' . Kerby a t  635-2508. Kerby says 
:e areover  a hundred 
from nearly 29 contribu- stores if there is sufficient :de' 
:.we're:: tom. Ana tor.i~mose ,cola.. Perhaps :histo~.does repeat .it-~.. whileyou .browse through some tors.and?recil~es include .every= mend.:.. , " .... : '  -":".'ii~i 
,i,:/~inl!er nights when the larder is self, This . re~ds  one Of the ofthe other publications avail- thit~g from salads to desserts --  According to Kerby. the La- 
~bare~:~,there's another called eighties recession, ab!e through the society and re- a barga inat  $2. According .to dies Guild is still active in,Ter- 
• .raCe.. afidilmeets?-6n a/ . : re ,  at :".'iest'~c~n~,s;hothingmore•thanaii~']i~t~S6ur;'"Thisitem:Of int r-:i bookBUtdoes.Containin all (seriousne~S,.so e :of thethe .member imagine days of society.president Mamie .  Kerby, -basis.::Perhapsthey~'recoll~ti~ng. 
~"i;~singlelbeet~"a splash' Of vinegar, .: best ideas from .the tables, of the 
?~i a~::iittle ~flO~"thinned:~With: milk ,! elite"-and humble in an era long 
• ' . , " . . ?  ? • , 
-;ii: ,i; +:-:1::, . . . .  
or  
washboards :and buggies, river- 
boats and steam engines, model- 
T's and long dresses. Days when 
CLASSIFIED 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
- • , v t , 
• ma Kerby at 638-8494 or Mamie 
the book will be placed in local 
the book was published from a 
collection owned by Vera Frank today's favorite recipes for,the 
and is available by phoning Nor- delight of the next generation.. 
I 
I 
These Ads appear'in the more than 75 New8papers of the B.C. and Yukon Community 
. . . . . .  Newspapers A sociation and reach more than 1,000,000homes and a potential two million readers. 
;9:for 25 words ($3. per each additional word) Call The Terrace Review at 635-7840 • 
~:AUTOMOTIVE I BUSINESS " EDUCATION. HELP WANTED PERSONAL 
~iVVhat s your choice? Buy, OPPORTUNITIES. 
i lease, new, used, repos & I~ree Trade. The once-in-a- "SHOE REPAIR AND Remote moUntain resort in ~ E  CANADIAN. 
SHOP MANAGEMENT." B.C. now accepting applies. AND ORIENTAL LADIES 
ex-lease, or take over pay- lifetime opportunity to start Take the first step towards tions for summer and full- (all ages) seek housekeeping 
manta. Access to large In your own bt~slnees. For only a business Of your own wlth time employment, Positions opportunity, exchange for 
ventorles. Financing ar' a few hours a week In your Caneda'J best known-proD- Include chambermaids, shared accomodation, new 
• ranged OAC. Call collect, leisure time you could make ram. Information. Counsel- waitresses, gas attendants, locations, companionship, 
: 520-1113. ; more money than working i i~o down payment and bank at a Job for a week. Large ling Department, Vancouver bartenders, cashiers, clerks, etc. Request, further Infor- Community College, Down- dishwashers. For application mation 1 547 2020 anytime 
:financing O.A.C. Leaselpur- Income potential. For infor to~/n Campus, 250 West send self-addressed stamp 
chase new, used trucks, matlon send self,addressed Ponder Street, Vancouver, ed envelope to Glacler Park (7 days). : 
i cars. B.C.'s largest Ford envelope to: Connectlon BC~ 681-8111~Ioca1220. LOdge, Rogers Pass, BC 
Dealer. isinca 1927. Call Bob Place Enterprise, Box 1060, EQUIPMENT & V0E 260, Attention: John New carrlageslwagons, roe. 
;Langstaff collect 522-2821, Kelowna i BCf VIY7P7 MACHINER Y Gait ~ torations, parts and acces 
D.#5276. Entrepreneurs required for J.D.2130 wlldr, duals, Parts Person - Expanding sorles. Wheal repairs, coach 
i BOSINESS regional salesdistributlon of '65hp, 2400 hrs, $!2,900. 1H Auto Parts Store requires rentals. Consignments. DIs- 
experienced parts person, counts for clubs and organu- .OPPORTUNITIES exclusive European baretteo Potato Planter,. 2 row, Duties Include: counter zatlons. Carlboo Carriage 
and hair accessories. Con $1200. J.D. Corn Planter sales, delivery, shipping Works, Box 1017, 100 Mile Start your own 1OK Jewelry tact Georges Ajhar, Penta 
business for as littleas $50.: Trading International, Box 2 row $800. Howard Roto- and receiving; Please send House, BC, V0K 2EO. 
Fabulous designs, superb 1229, Delta, BC, V4M 3T3, vator 80" with cage' roller, resume to P.O. Box 1090, Phone6043~5-4111. 
quality, excellent profits. FAX 604-943-5117. $1~000. 748-8348. Grand Forks, B.C. VOH REAL ESTATE = 
The Gold Discovery, 14335 $ ~ ,  .300kw Blackstone Lister 1H0. Commercial building 6400 
47:Ave., Edmonton, T6H Diesel Generator. Low Doug Marshall Mc4or City, sqlft and 1600 sqlfi offlde ;;0B9 (403)434-2550 Truck Industry. The most hours, excellent prime pow- 
Outstanding proven busi- exciting product in  North conveniently located on ',2 or, Lease or sale. Located In 11044 - 100 St., Grands hlghw~ ys I~ 100 Mi le  
America einco~ the canopy: Campbell River. Phi)no ~1- Prairie, requires Iioensed House, close to rallway,ap. hess ,)pportunltyl #1 In the BED ROLL-OUT 923-6215 or Vancouver 434- auto mechanio 
home carbonation DRAWER. Call 1- ~ .  eves. uox 
affordable 
;;   , ll  Marshall Motor 
rOUt~tanding pro~ er ,   ;  I ays in 
ll i r s, r ll ~  Ii ~ se, l(~, , t r lh o JOEY   r m l¢with• tune-up i  business..CARGO ~m, 593,-2226 ~ 
Excellent cont|nuous ~ return 8069. or wheel alignment training. 
on low Investment. Contact: 8.00-663-4173 fop Package/ GM experienced, preferred, 1283, 100 Mile House, BC 
Information. • F ~ C  ., Contact G. Hunt. (403)532- VOK 2E0. •~ 
Soda Express International, EnJoy and promote llfel: In- .Arthrltlc paln? Aching 9333. Convenlently rd b!e 
• one-storey older home In 223-brldge,31AB,St.TiHNOrth,3z4. Leth-(403) troduce the future youl Low oack? Stlff Jolnts? Sleeplng PHOTO HELP. We're look- Grand Forks. Two lar(~le 
327-9767. Enjoy worklng for Investment, hlgh profit, bot hands? "Beulah O11" Ing for sales and lab staff .bedrooms, slx rooms, qufet 
yourselfl . . . .  tom-line opportunlty. Llmlt- helpsll Send $1 for broth- for our full-servlce photo lOCatlon one mile from cI!y 
ed locatlons. Experlence., Urellnformatlon: Beulah store. Thls Is a good oppor centre. $39,900 by owne~. N.S;A. Dlstrlbutors. We are tralnlng. Success-proven Land, Box 1086, Portage La tunlty for the rlght people. (604)442-8087 after 4:00 looklngjoln ourf°rcompany; to  promoteraExcellenttO 4195.program" Call 1 .800"663" Pralrle r Man. RIN 3C5. Please apply In your own p.m. 
benefits and payouts, New ~ .  Capture the Flagl Buy CO2 handwriting stating exper SERVICES 
l ine  of products. Phone (403)278-1956. Multi-level mall order mar- Paint Ball Pistols and lence and training to: Wilf 
keting program to distribute Equipment to startyour Hatch, Japan Camera Con- ICBC Injury Claims'/ Call 
1986 Western Star;• 45 ft. Christian products;i music, own Survival Games. Write: tre, #43, 650 South Terminal Dale Ceri'-Harrls - 20 yeahl 
Fruehauf trailer with or videos, books, gifts. Contact Box 610, Cochrane, Alta., Ave., Nanalmo, BC, VgR atrial lawyer with five years 
without Job. Approx. Don Ditson, 215 Br0okpark T0L 0W0 or call 1-403-932- 5E2 r by March 31 r 1989. medicaJ school before-I~w... 
other business.S20'000 down. WIl115101ook. 7that Drive SW, Calgary, Alto. 3402. " Log builders wanted in Port- O-669.4922psrlenped I (Vanc°uver)'head InJuryEx 
St. SE, Salmon Arm, BC T2W 2W7. Lighting Fixtures. Western land, Oregon.~ 5 years mini- ana omer major clalm, t. Per- 
V1E 2E9, (604)832 9382 ~ Canada's. larg()st display, mum experience full scribe, contage fees available. 
South Central B.C. Pub; FREE: 1989 guide to study- Wholesale and retail. Free $9-$13 per hour U.S. funds. Catalogues available. Nor- (206)673-5080 days, (503) Major Injury claims. Joel A. 
4-bdrm. living quarters, aFhome correspondence burn Lighting Centre., 4600 63..5:8.586 evenings. . Wener, personal Injury trial 
Gross sa les  $262,000. Diploma courses for presti- East Hastings Street, Buu'n- Construction estimator, collect, 736-5500 Vancouver. $100,000 down. Call Henry gious careers: Accounting, aby, B.C. V5C 2K5. Phone lawyer for 21 years. Call 
Contractor specializing in If no recovery, no fee. No Desnoyer, Tradeland Realty, Alrcondltionlng, Bookkeep- 1-~9-0666. • flood/fire restorations r~ Yukon inquiries. 3410 Coldstream Ave., Ver- ing, Business, Cosmetology, 
non, BC VIT 1Y2, 545-5325, Electronics, LegallMedlcal Hobby ceramic distributor quires professional estima 
542-8712. . ~ = Secretary, Psychology, Tra- close-out. Save to 60.~. tor with renovation exper- TRAVEL 
3 Tanning Studlos,l.Tonlng vel.Granton (1A), 1055 W. Glazes, stains, brushes, ienco. Replies: Box 474 ©/o WEBBS HOLIDAY ACRES 
Studio for sale, Vancouver Georgia, Ste. 2002, Vaacou tools, bisque,, greenware, The News, 34375 Cyril Children'8 Camp, ages 6-14. 
area,, excellent location. At- ver~ 1-800-268-1121. 'molds, kilns and more. 594- Street, Abbotsford, B.C. Horseback riding, swim- 
tractive clientele, well established, good cash fl0w. Aml Mon(essorl Teacher 9955,mica, 2-12111Pacific Western Cera - .  86th Ave., ~ V 2 S  2H5. meals.ruing' Onlyhayrides$2291woek.and gre tLo. 
cated In Aldergrove. Phone Be a part of the health, Training. Course ts 'offered Surrey V3W 3H8. The Penny Wise Scholarship 533-1712. 
beauty, fitness Industry. by the Montessorl Training GARDENING for a Woman's Career in 
Suitable for Investor, own- Centre of B.C. beginning 
erloperator. Fu l l  training September 1989. This full- Journalism ($2500) accept 
provided. $295,000 complete time nine-month course pro- Interested in Greenhouse or Ing nominations for the 
or will sell separately. Call pares the student for guld. Hydroponic Gardening? eight-month "accelerated" 
604-943-9718 or write P.O. lag children from 3 to 7 Greenhouses certificate ram In- • _ $195., Hydr~o - te progr  begi - 
years old according t0 Mon- pomo uardens $39., Ha,des ning September 1989. Quail- 
Box 1435, Delta, BC V4M tesecrl principles; ~.lraduatea from $140. Over 2000 pro- fications: 19 years of age or 3Y8. 
Water hauling trucks: 1976 will receive the Internatlon- ducts in stock, super prices, over; some media exper- 
.ally recognlzed Prlmary DIp- 'Free Catalogue call Toll lence; has worked as a 
Ford, 1975 White, 3000 and Ioma of  the Ano©lstlon Free 1-800-663-5619. Water Journalist full-time for less _ _ B,c~_c~&. 
2300 gallon tanks. License Montessorl Internationals. Farms, 1244 Seym0ur'St,, than 5 years, or has worked 
for District 19. Will sell blanl¢  separate. Phone 847-3389, For further Info call 1-683- Vancouver m B.C. V6B, 3N9. part-time or as a stringer/ leave message. 3006. . HEALTH ~ freelancer for at least one _ . l _ . . . _ je~._ j i .  - 
year; nominated by a pub- 
OII painting and frame corn- Radon mltigatl0n workshop, Iisher or editor. Apply by 
pony IookTng for dealers. Selkirk College Grand Forks Vitamin Discounts Stores in April 30, 1989 to: Peter 
Small Investment required, campus, Saturday April 8: Vancouver offers across- Walls, Coordinator, Journal- 25  WORDS 
larger than usual . profit. 8am 5pro, $30 Inoludes Ru8 Canada mall order. Write Ism Pro'gram, Vancouver 
Ter r i to r ies  .avai lab le  81an meal. BC Ministry to: BEA Per Capita, 2e0 Community College, 100 
throughout BC, call (604) Health presents U.S. Envlr 8,W. Marine, vancouver, West 49th Ave., Vancouver, $159 fi38-1491, 1481 Stayte Rd., onmental Pro~.e~gtlon Agency B.C,: VSX 2R5 for yo0r free BC VflY~A2,~.6. Phone 324- 
White Rockt BC rnaterlals. 442 2704. . catalogue. . 5,335 or 324 5,336, . . . . . . . . . .  ...... 
f 
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• " " . '  ,i1 " . .  Classified. Ado Deadline lS.Monday  1 ,...:: • " @ . • • ~ . .  " , ,  . . ,  - ~ . .  • - , ,  ~ ! , '  ,~ • 
Organically grown polk. This ex. AS a public service the rerm~ Review illprint fr~ of.charge any 'adoffermg to Share s0mething : '" 
co,ant meetcomes to you cut, wrap. .-with the community (eg., rid(s, child ~,:.free :tern.s).. In additmn .therewill be no:~ chan3e for "l n l[-19ird~,¢er .Wanted U. 
pedand frozen: ..00/lb., about 30 . ., : ' :  • "  •• '•' ,: •.:/".i'::: ; | • i |  a to--wo~lc'~'~l[; iTi lCTi-i i .=| -~,  Ibe. per package. •Phone Hayes at "Lost & Yound"..or for ads placed by mdiv:duab seeld~ work.. 
6,%=,.~78ore35.9388(wk.). 4 /38p  PATES: Non Dbplay,.~r issue; • s4,00 for.30:words or !ess~ add:tionalWordsS¢:'~ach. i,:~: ?' I iprogress~ve t m°aernl 
Display ; per :ssue; :4;75 per cohere mch. ! : .  : :  : /  ;: : ' .  i i!•:*•: ~ :;i;i:i: 7::i-:• - |  II :sa]on~ Must  h~ve •B.C; I 
We reserve~edght m class:fy, edi.t0rrefus~ my a4venisement;(://~:- :.;~:.:~ i~ii.: i..::n I~ ,= :. ~nr l  • 9.."vear.~ I1 
TERMS: Payment With order unl.e~ otherwise ~~I . :  :.~ :: , . ~i::~ ':i:: i'~;:i,i:i, i:lL:!:!i;:i(':/ '::ii'i' l: l ~ : ~  "~'--'~'--' 
To give away: 15 month old Dober. • ' Please send your ad withpayment o: 45:}5 Greig Ave,; • ",  : :  ' ,  
malldShephard cross, good'natured, T erl1~ce, B.C. ~ S G I M 7 " '  :::, :::..:~'~7~:,ii:i::~::~ii,~i::il " i ,   / ~ _ _ \ : l / ~  ! 
• 638-8907. 3131 
O.K.C. Re~istered Yorkshire terrier- 
puppies; 1 male, 1 female left. Phons 
evenings'635-4217 or. anytime on 
weekends. -- 3131 
To give away purebred C.K.C . . . . . . . .  . ..... ...,. . . . .  
registered Akita; 5 years old. To a 
good home preferably :a childless 
family. Phone 635.7969. 417 
RED CRO88 LOAN Cupboard. The 
new hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are" se follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 a.m. 
• Thursdays from .1 to $ p.m. 
The Cupboard Is loCated In "the 
Skeena •Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
• Street. Emergency Inqulrfes can be - 
made • In between service'hours at 
the following numbers: .635-2122 or • 
635-7941. 3/29p. 
Skoone ~ Protect ion Coal it ion 
meeting, Wednesday, April 12 at 7 
p,m,':tn the,Terrace Library base- 
ment. Top ic - -  recycling garbs(is. 
New members welcome. . 3/29p 
T , " 
I 
RESTAURANT FOB SALE  
Owner moving and must 
sell. Reduced to $45,000 
firm. Phone 6354111 or 
e3e.1.3, sra  
19M Grand AM; 4-door, pw, pb, new 
shocks, muffler, brakes, radiator, 
summer and winter radials, quad 
stereo, etc. Good condition. Priced 
to sell at $7,900 0bo. Phone days or 
evenings at 638-7260. 3/31 
1987 Nlssan Sentra; 2-door, auto- 
matic, sun roof, fully loaded, •ex. 
cond." Asklng $11,000. Phone 
635-4791 or 638-1503. 3/31 
1976 Dodge wagon. Phone 632-2345. 
3131 
1978 blue Mercury C0ugar Empire; 
needs work or just used for parts. 
Phone 638-0317. 3/31 
7.28 blsbk Cemero fl0;" 350 motor, 
fully loaded, AM/FM cassette, go.od 
condition. Asking $4,000 obo. Phone 
635-6530. 3/31 
1987 Volkswegon GL~ 4 door, low 
miles, 40 miles per gallon; stereo. 
Mint Condition, very clean. Asking 
$9,000 firm. Phone 638.0485. 417 
1981 Corvette;. yellow, 350 auto, 
glass T-top, factory mags, all avail. 
able options, 84,000 kms, verygood 
condition. Asking $17,700. No test 
pilots. Phone 638-8682 after 5 p.m. 
417 
1977 VW Rabbit in;good running 
condition. Needs some outside 
work. Ask!ng $1,300 obo. Phone 
635-5763. 417 
1972 VW Beetle; 67,000 miles. Ask. 
lag $750: Phone 63~9725. M7 
1986 Honda Accord LX; 5 speed, tilt 
steerinO,:AMIFM cassette, only 
38,000 km's, power tran, warranty 
still in effects new fires. Asking 
$12,000: Phon~ 639-9828. .417 
.1981 Eagle etatlonwsgon, . . . . .  , 
cruise, 1L *tilt, a i r  shocks, AMiF 4 
~lS-1530.©sj~tte' auto, 6 cyi. $4,500. Phone415p, 
11NI1 Cbevefle, 4.do0r hetchback, 
standard, 78,000 KMe, tune up, new 
brakeS, thning bell, battery, very lit. 
tie rust, good rubber, $!,800. Phone 
e,~-e4~. 4/~p 
Kermode " 
Friendship Society 
EXECUTIVE  DI R ECTO R 
The elected Board of Directors of the Ker- 
m0deFriendship Society are seeking a 
dynamic, results-driven individua[toc0ntinue 
and expand upon the. Society's repent suc- 
cesses . . . .  . - .... 
The Executive Director will be a high-profile/•. 
motivator capable of administering and 
supervising day-to:day operations while 
establ ishing and developing new programs 
that benefit the local Hative community. A ~. 
proven trac k record, a thorough knowledge of 
Native. culture, and. Iifesty!.es~-:and.i.~a~ spund= 
understanding of  the functions and programs 
of  Native~assoclations, band councils and • 
government resource agencies are required. 
Compensation is negotiable inthe $29;000 
range. 
A full job description and further information 
may be obtained from the Kermode Friend- 
ship • Society's office. •Applications, with 
references will be accepted to April 7th and 
may be mailed to: 
Mr. Ron Bartlett, President 
Kermode Friendship Society, 
3313 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2N7 4!so 
MAINTENANCE 
WELDING ALLOYS 
Representative required to call on new and 
established accounts in Northwestern B.C. 
and the Yukon Territories. Applicants should 
have some knowledge of maintenance weld- 
ing in the mining, logging, wood.processing 
and construction industries. Industrial sales 
experience would be a definite asset and the 
ability to meet and communicate With people 
is a must. 
We provide sales and product training, travel 
expenses, vehicle allowance, benefit package 
and bonus incentives. Applicants must have a 
vehicle which is in good working order and 
must be willing to travel. 
Call 1-596-6207 
ARCTEC ALLOYS LIMITED --  SURREY, B.C. 
Wanted: reliable part time babyelt- 
~r ln my own home In college ares. 
Own transportation would be an 
SSpet, Phone 638.0982. ~3/~p 
KSAN Society Is seeking qualified appl icants' for  the : "  
position of EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.- :.V~ . _ :  
Qualif ications: .. " 
- -  Good interpersonalski l ls  - "~ 
- -  Abil ity to establishland monitor budgetary!p01icles'. 
- : -Good written and verbal communication;sk!l!Si!i.!i:i i~:~ii;ii ~ 
- -  initlat!ve and sound judgement': . . . . . . .  - , : . -  ....... 
- -  Administrative background -~ '~  i ..... : 'I~ i iill FI ~!-;II 
- -  Must obtain C IP :  . :/: . : 
Duties: L . 
- - L ia i son  between Board of Directors andemployees  
of the Society 
- -Eva luat ions  of policies and procedures 
- -Hand le  al lcorrespondence relatlon to  the society j. 
• Salary range $2,200- $2,400 per month . . . . .  : : 
Submit  resumes by  Apri l  3 , t989  to: : .  : , :  
: : . . . .  Box 587  :: :~ 
. . . . . . . .  : . . .  Terrace, B.C. ~::~:~ .... 
~ q " : " " :  ' L r "" " " "  V8 G 4B5 " .i ........ " ":" ..•:' :* :* '~ ::'i':' 
." --IT'" "-- : ' "' " ' " :' * ' -- ::" ~'.*;'" ~i;?'',':" .... ~'" 
I • 'A  '•LCOHOL: &;DRUG CO 
Looatl0n" Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services ..... 
Pmdtlone: 1 Full Time Position.--Smithers - 
1 Full Time Position - -  Kitlmat 
1 Full Time Position - -  Terrace - -  based out of the i 
Terrace Correctional Centre . 
Counsellors are required to provide counselling for chemical- 
ly dep.endent people and their families. In addition, oommuni- 
:ty develop//ient/preventative s rvices ape provided., An em- 
phasis is placed on services to young people, • their families, 
and people of Native Ancestry: Counsellors will be •expected 
: 'to provide their own transportation and to work with minimal 
. supervision'. . . . . . .  
QualifiCations: B.S.W: or related degree in Social Sciences 
• - with counselling, community development/ 
• prevention experience. 
• • Starting salary: $2231 per month plus 
attractive benefit package. . :. 
Resumes: Submitted by March 23rd to: 
Carol Harris 
Program Director 
Northwest Alcohol & Drug Services 
• :2 • 3215 Eby Street, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 . 
Inquires: Carol Harris 638-8117 
Building Caretaker Position 
Avallablelldeal For Couple 
To handle janitorial duties 
and minor maintenance for 
two large buildings in the 
downtown area. Square fobt- 
age Is approximately 54,000, 
Supplies will be provided. 
This position entails regular 
evening work on a Sunday to 
Thursday basis. 
Applicant must have past ex- 
parlance and be bondable. 
Please reply to File 210, c/o 
the Terrace Review, 45,35 
• Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B,( 
V8G 1M7 by March 31, 1981 
3/L~ ; 
I . I 
ii•lBnl•llml•ll• wanted for children 16 Babysitter(e) and 33 months. Must be responsible 
and Interested in children. 3-6 hours 
Expedeneed babysitter needed for 'week days, also casual evenings 
weekend sitting. Phone ~638"8398t~nc and.phons 638.0639.weekends" Area West,, of KehneY.Tr 3/29p 
' '  • ! : '  I 
n n in  
Casual office nurse 
required, Registered 
preferre d , but will ac- 
cept LPN!s. Please 
phone • 635.7234, local 
19. 3/29C 
Don't read thlssd unless you ere 
tired of working 9. to 5 for peanuts, 
Sales people are needed for an 
established corporation, Great In, 
come opportunity, Full or part. time, 
Phone 635-3066. • 3/22c 
25 WORDS 
$159 
- r • • . 
: / ,  • 
Te~ace Review--.Wednesday, M rch 22, 1989 21. 
' : .-., , 
, , i l ,  ilU~mM" Ipltam~' -aim..- , ,mE, , . . . , ram. . . . . J i ,~ , ,m , , JEaa iSr  
For Rent . . . .  
Real Est;ate : : : 
• . .  , , 
Would like to. babysit in my Own 
home in the horseshoe area from 
6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Please phone 
.635A996. 31~):~n 
Newspaper roll ends from $10 to 
$25. Phone 635.7840. tfnp 
Lange T.8.1. ski ~te  for sale. Size 
9, men's, almost new. $220.00. 
Phone 635-5709. 3/29p 
1 large dream' with 2 mirrors, $300; 
I student desk, $50;1 5-drawer chest 
and matchlno •night table, $125; 
3component stereo, $200; 35.0al. 
fish tank with stand and access., 
$22§; 14" remote color TV, $225. Call 
/638-8474 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
message.. 3129p 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR RENT 
300 sq.ft, store front 
retail space in the 
Terrace Mini-Mall. 
Available Feb. 1st, 
For further informa- 
tion, call 635.6158. • tfnc 
, Mixed firewood for sale. Measured 
cords. Phone 638-8860. 415p 
Mountsln climbing gear, harness, 
P-tons, climbing shoes; crampons, 
tent, etc. Barely used. $4500BO. 
Phone 635-4778 4/19p 
1 box of 78 RPM records Asking 
$100 firm. Phone 638-0001 after 3pro 
3/31 
Remington manual typewriter, $40. 
Victor 620 adding machine, $50. 
Tenor recorder, $40. Alto recorder, 
$40. Phone 638-0001 after 3 pm 3/31 
Brand new eleotronlo typewriter 
with memory correcter and dic- 
tionary. Half of purchase price. 
Phone 632-3063. 3131 
Norco Spitfire Free Style BMX. Very 
good condition. Asking $100. Phone 
635-2934. 3/31 
Boys eke 37 soccer boots. Only 
worn 2 weeks. Asking $45. Phone 
638-1276. 3/31 
Wanted: firm single bed-mattress In 
good condition. Reasonable price. 
Phone 638-0001 after 3 pm. 3/31 
Double box spring and mattress $50 
obo. Phone 635-6987. 4/7 
Wanted: Propane or 3-way fridge for 
camper. Phone 838-1211. 417 
I David Parnell am not responslble 
for anydebts that my wife Judy 
Parnell makes other than those in- 
curred by myself dated as of March 
22, 1989. 3/29p 
FOR LEASE 
Store Front 
Warehouse 
Light Industrial 
1 unit, 951 sq. ft. 
• I unit, 1,800 sq. ft. 
Pohle Ave. & Kenney St. 
2 adjoining units, 1 ;735 
sq. ft. each. Some 6ffice. 
• Keith Ave. & Kenney St. 
635-7459 
I I 
FOR RENT 
,1 ,  2 & 3 bedroom apartments 
, Laundry facilities & balconies 
, At the corner of Kalum & Scott 
, Close to downtown & schools 
, Rents start at $340.00 
, References required. 
Woodland Apartments 
635-3922 or 635.5224 
bodrmm trailer In Thornhlll. 
Has natural gas "and woodheat, 
Joey shack, extra storage shed, and 
Is furnished. Call collect to Prince 
George, 5624037 after6 p.m. 3/20p 
20-Inch white range; suitable for 
apartment, good condition. Asking 
$60. Phone 639:9473. 417 
30" Kenmore range. Asking $150. 
Phone 635-9725. 417 
2,cushion couch" and chair, beige. 
Asking $150. Two intelevision 
games; voice box and 18 games. 
Asking $300Jfor all or will sell.• 
separately. Phone 624,5562 even- 
Ings. 4/7 
Available for April 1; a spacious 1 Lost -- Wednesday, Feb. 22 from 
bedroom apartment. Clean & quiet, the Pear & Graham area, a gray cat 
closeto downtown, no pets. Laun- with whltespot on neck and tummy. 
dry facilities. $360./per month plus Answers to the name of Tenya. 
half the rent for deposit. Phone Please phone 635.6744or638-3447. 
638-8398. tfnlc 3/22nc 
, b .  
Lost downtown Prince Rupert ap- 
proximately Jan. 19 ladles bright 
pink "Parklane" wallet (velcro 
closure). Reward offered. Phone 
624-7825. 3/31 
Found Tuesday, Feb. 28 on Lakelse 
Ave., a 4.month old male terrier 
cross puppy, bleckJtan colouring, In- 
Jured. At the vet's clinic on Park. 
'Would the owner please come and 
pick up the puppy or phone 635-5607 
or 635-9444. 3/31 
Lost: Siberian Husky dog. About 10 
months old. Blue eyes. • Name: 
Nakita. Phone 638-7233. 4/7 
12.foot r~pltngbok aluminum boat. 
with heavy duty galvanized 
aluminum trailer, 15 HP Evinrude 
(brand new) with auto blend. 
Package Includes all the extras. Ex- 
cellent condition. $3,000. Phone 
627-1325 after 6 p.m. 415p 
Unplanned Pregnancy? Decisions to 
make? Understanding all your al. 
• ternatlves makes you really free to 
choose. For a confidential, caring 
friend, call Birthright, 635-3907, 
anytime. FREE PREGNANCY TEST. 
INC. tfn 
Kltlmst Calais Line and referral ser. 
vice. Phone 632-4333 open 7 days a 
week. 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Answering set. 
vice during the day. tfnp 
Abortion Counselling, informatioh 
and referral service. Fridays 10-12. 
Phone 638-0994. A f te r  hours 
635.3487. Con fldentialityassured. 
tfn 
DEATH NOTICES I 
BEVAN --  Yvonne Sarah Beatrice, 
age 40 years; 
COOTES -- Kelsey Colesn Anne, 
age 16 years; 
GILL -.. Norman Arthur Bruce, age 
45 years; 
All near Vanderhoof, B.C. on March 
4, 1989. Funeral services took place 
from the Sacred Heart Catholic 
Church In Terrace, B.C. on Friday, 
March 10, 1989 at 2 p.m. MacKay's 
Will trade 4¢: acres with creek, 
located 30 miles north of Terrace, 
for e pickup truck and fifth wheel or 
a travel trailer. Call collect -- Angels 
at (604) 492-3623. 3122p 
1,200 ~l.ft. &bedroom house, fin- 
Ished basement, on 10 acres, fruit 
trees and out buildings, near school 
In city limits. Phone635.6845. 3/22p 
1972 12x63' mobile home; 3 bed- 
rooms, utility room, natural gas fur- 
nace; Located in quiet trailer park in 
Thornhill. Serious inquiries 0nly. 
Asking $8,000 obo. Phone 635-9268. 
3/31 
Large and comfortable ideal for a 
family, this home has: 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms, a large playroom, 
14'x21' expanded living room, a din- 
Ing area, storage area and a photo- 
graphic darkroom. A pantry, built in 
buffet, dishwasher and Fisher Wood 
stove help to make this home com- 
fortable and convenient. Phone 
632-6349. 4/7 
1982 Datsun mini motorhome; fully 
Funeral Services and Crematorium equipped, furnace, fridge, 4 burner 
were in.charge of the arrangements, stove, etc., 41,000 ks. Never winter 
DRABIK -- Tadeusz (Ted) Peter, age driven. Perfect condition• Asking 
69 years, in Kltlmat, B.C. on March 2, $15,000. Phone 632-3463. 23/1 
1989. Funeral service took place 19½' Tr-~-'-'avelslre 5th wheel; includes 
from Christ the King Catholic hitch, TV antena, awning, tandem 
Church In Kitlmat, B.C. on Tuesday, axle, easy to haul. Like new. Phone 
March 7, 1989 at 2 p.m. MacKay s 632-5631. 3/31 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
GOING CHEAP -- 10x42 mobile were In chvge of the arrangements. 23½' Travel trailer; fridge & freezer, 
forced air furnace, overhead oven, home, natural gas heat, 40 gallon 
hot water tank, recently upgraded 
plumbing and wiring, partially finish- 
ed addition and porch. $3,000. Call 
835-7840 days, 6354810 evenings, 
ask for Mlks. 3/20p 
Harley Devldeon FXR, 1340cc, in- 
cludes leather saddlebags and fac- 
tory maintenance manual. $7,000 
firm. Phone 635-7840 and ask for 
Mark. tfnp 
KILGORE -- Howard Allen, age 56 
years, in Kitlmat, B.C. on March 7, 
1989. Funeral service took olace 
from the Pentecostal Church In 
KItimat, B.C. on Thursday, March 9, 
1989 at 2:30 p.m. MacKay's Funeral 
Services and Crematodum were in 
charge of the arrangements. 
PONGRACZ-  Ronald Frank, age 34 
years, In Terrace, B.C. on March 2, 
1989. Funeral service took place 
from the Terrace Elks Hall on Tun- 
Hitachi Chord, work done with 2 
tapes, $250. Zenith floor model TV, 
remote, $550 obo. Video stand $80. 
Phone Steve 635-7319. 3131 
Sony dual cassette stereo with turn 
table. Good condition. Asking $125. 
Phone Joe at 632-6822. 4114 
1981 Meeg prodigy synthesizer and 
amp. Excellent condition. Not used 
more than five times. Asking $700. 
Phone 635-7933. 3/22p 
Kslum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. Fenced yard, pet8 and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
part.time cr drop-in available. Phone 
638-8420 or 638-8388. tfnc 
day, March 7, 1989 at 2 p.m. 
MacKay's Funeral Services and 
Crematorium were In charge of the 
arrangements. 
Funeral Services and Crematorium 
were In charge of the arrangements. 
RODRIGUEZ -- Racheel Annette, In- 
fant, in Kltlmat, B.C. on March 14, 
1989. Funeral service took place 
from Christ the King Catholic 
Church In Kitlmat, B.C. on Monday, 
March 20, 1989 at 2 p.m. MacKay's 
A SPECIAL PROPERTY 
6-acre hobby farm designed for kids 
and horses. Immaculate 3-bedroom 
bungalow, fireplace, new sundeck, 
fruit trees, raised bed gardens. Ex- 
cellent pasture, fully fenced 140'x75' 
riding arena, facllltlse for two 
horses, easily expanded for more 
(kids or horsesll). Five mlnutse from 
• town, city close, country Ilvingl Ask- 
ing $72,000. Phone635-2808. 4/19p 
98'x13T mldentlal lot on Kenney 
Street In Terrace. Asking $12,000 
"Best in Town!"  o.o  ,on. 
for Mike or Helen. 6/21p 
• • Sq STOP SMOKING IN1 SESSION---- Summit u are  I • Laser iS themost mcxlem therapY 
Apartments • Soft laser is painless, drug free, 
no negative side effects 
. • Soft laser stimulates points, you lose the 
desire to smoke 
• Diet & withdrawal points included 
• • Separate diet program available. 
• Higldy successful 
"TOMORRO~Si~~APY TODAY" 
i I*wo-   !..0h 325 
• Colored appliances and fixtures. 
• Beautiful cupboards, double stainless links. 
• • La~e ba~'o~les with screened pat io  deem, 
• Laundff lec411tle& 
• 8ecu#~ enter t~as  and deadbolt& 
• Fbt~ draped and ¢o~Wlnated h~ wlW cadets. 
• 8Ix channel setelllM T.V. . ,~  , : 
• Racquet courts . . . .  i ; ,  
• Ample parking. : .... ,~ 
• Refenmces nxluln~. ;: 
Phone: 635.5968 i i i * 
i • 
April 2 0nly 
1 ~  ALTA., B.C. & U.S. 
- BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 
i 
DELCO LASER INTERNATIONAL INC. 
BIO-S~LATION CENTRES (T.M.) 
.4  
hot water, shower & tub. Lots of cup- 
boards, good condition. Asking 
$4,800 obo. Phone 635-4932 after 5 
p.m. or view at 3137 Kofoed. 4/7 
1980 Fad HoikMy van, 350 cu. in., 
auto, air cond., tilt, sun roof, 4 velvet 
cap. chairs, table, sink, Ice box, 
couch, factory camperlzed. $4,000. 
Phone 638-1630. 4/12p 
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE 
Stinson 108-2 on EDO 
2435 floats, wheel gear 
also. TTSN 3946, 672 hrs. 
on Lyc 0.435, 195 HP. New 
cylinders at 500 hrs. Air- 
craft dismantled and com- 
pletely rebuilt in 1985. 122 
hrs on Hartzell Hydro- 
selective Prop. New In- 
terior. Tall mod, (no ven- 
tral fin.) Asking $33,000.00 
Phone 624-9601 days or 
624-9002 evenings. 
2 pair of children's ski boots; new 
condition, sizes suitable for ages 6 
to 9 years. Asking $10. a pair. Phone 
638-0240 after 4:30 p.m. or week- 
ends. 3/31 
Ladles 16Scm downhill skis; comes 
with 2 sets of poles and size 8 boots. 
Good for beginners. Asking $50. 
obo. Phone 638-7260 days or even. 
ings. 3/31 
1976 Ford F-150 4x4. Asking $2,000. 
Phone 632.5064._~~. ____  3/3...__._1 
1INN) ClNw. short box 4x4, 33"x12" 
tiros, automatic, 350 cu.ln., tilt. 
$4,000. Phone 638-15,30. 4/51) 
Progressive 
Metaphysics 
Course 
April 4 to May 30. Pre- 
registration. For more 
Information call 
635-5829. 
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Looking for a roll-away bed. Phone 
635-9392 between 6 p.m.18 p.m. 3131 
Wanted to buy: Banana potatoes, 
English quail, Bantam chickens. 
Phone 635-7682 evenings. 3129p 
Professionally employed single 
parent seeking 2 or 3 bedroom 
houe1635.¢8~lex.or Good references. 
Call days, 635-4810 eve- 
nings, ask for Mike. 3129p 
NORTH COAST ROAD 
MAINTENANCE LTD. 
TENDERS 
Terrace Contract Area: Terrace 
and Thornhill Area 
Project or Job Deccdptlon: Pick- 
up and Deliver parts and stock 
The tender sum for this project is 
to include applicable federal and 
provincial sales tax. The lowest 
or  any tender not necessarily ac- 
cepted. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 
March 23, 1989 at 4:00 p.m. 
(File: NC-0-34C) 
Surety Bid Bond or Certified 
Deposit Cheque is not required. 
Tender documents with enve- 
lope, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are avail- 
able free of charge from North 
Coast Road Maintenance Ltd., 
4544 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C., V8Q 4V1 between the hours 
of 8:30 and 4:30 p.m. (closed 
from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m.) Monday 
to Friday, except holidays. 
Tenders will be opened at Main 
Office, North Coast Road Main- 
tenance Ltd., 4544 Lakelse Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C., V8G 4V1 at 
• 4:00 p.m., March 23, 1989. 
E. Nygaard 
Operations Manager 
Issued at: Terrace 
Date: March 7, 1989 
WANTED 
CEDAR SHAKE 
• BLOCKS 
A.M. Cedar Ltd. is paying 
up to $450. per cord. Call 
collect evenings 3[;2-1773. 
f I 
March is 
Red Cross 
Month 
"rh~ Oanaolian Red Cross Society 
_•  " . ,  
TENDER FOR MORTGAGE FINANCING 
Sealed Tenders for mortgage financing will be received by Terrace 
Health Care Society II, clo Terracevlew Lodge, until 14:00, local time, 
on Monday, April 17, 1989. 
The Tender consists of the mortgage renewal on a multiple housing 
project:for a five (5) year term.at a firm Interest rate compounded 
semi-annually and not in advance, effective June 1, 1989, for a pro- 
Jected amount of $3,524,847 for the remaining amortization period of 
thirty (30) years. 
The NHA insured mortgage must be administered by an NHA ApproV- 
ed Lender in accordance With the requirements of the National Hous- 
ing Act, National Housing Loan Regulations and NHA Loan In- 
surance Handbook. The project is eligible for federal social housing 
subsidies. 
If necessary, additional Information may be obtained by contacting 
"" John G. McMynn, C.A. at (604? 635-6126. 
The opening of tenders will take place at: Terracevlew Lodge, 4103 
Sparks Street, Terrace, B.C., VgG 5G9 at 14:00 on April 17, 1989. 
The Terrace Health Care Society II reserves the right to reject any or 
all tenders. 
Editorial - -  continued from page4 
have have any concern or voice as to the priority choices of their 
elected officials? 
CUPE signed a two year agreement with the city last year and 
got 50 percent payment on their new Employee Assistance Pro- 
gram, 50 cents per hour effective.Jan. 1, another 25 cents effec- 
tive July 1, and Jan. 1 of this year there was a five percent 
across-the-board hike which has to go into the budget. Manage- 
ment, on the other hand, got 100 percent payment of the 
Employee Assistance Program and a five percent across-the- 
board wage hike effective Jan. 1 last year. Managementwages 
now range from $27,500 for a confidential secretary to $59,480 
for the administrator. And a committee report indicates they're 
already talking about how much they'll get this year. Council will 
have to budget for the 1989 increase. 
Last year, our taxes went up 10.61 percent. This was made •up 
of a combination of a 6.1 percent rise in city costs and a 20 per- 
cent increase in the cost of operating our schools. How much will 
they go up this year? That remains to be seen, .but-as i'ar ~ as ;i~t 
year's.increase was concerned, Mayor Jack Talstra said tliey were 
able to keep it down because they had a $500,000 surplus from 
the previous year to help out. So this year the increase may be 
steeper. 
At the same time; in 1988 we saw council decline a request to 
• waive taxes worth alittle more than $3,000 and similar requests 
from day care centers and the Legion. At the same time, it cost 
• more to get your dog out of the pound and more to be buried. It 
• cost more to go skating and more to take a dip in the pool. 
The Terrace Youth Center got some help but there was an ef- 
fort to charge more to let kids into the ball park (that discussion 
still continues). CNR enjoyed a huge increasein their lease of 
Fisherman's Park, we now pay $1,250 a year,but the Provincial 
Police building was dumped. The city estimated the cost of 
repairs to be about $120,000 and that was tOO much. (Don't 
forget the $110,000 for revamping city hall mentioned above). 
Although there is much to be considered in laying down a 
budget, and it's.easy to be critical ooking back in time, this 
brings us to the final point. Heritage Park has been operating 
• with volunteer management for five years, But.the • time has now 
come, they say, that in order to.grow further they need a fuil- 
time paid manager. 
They've asked the city for help, $11 per hour to pay the 
manager's wage, or about $15 ,000, for someone to work seven 
days a week for four months and five days a week for another 
two. To employ that person for another six months, five days a 
week would cost about $11,01D more but it could be a good in- 
vestment. Under B.C. Museum Society guidelines, any provincial- 
ly recognized museum supported on a "regular basis" by the 
city, is eligible for some healthy financial support. In other 
words, the second year of operation wouldnq cost $26,000. It 
would cost much less. 
Council didn't reject their request, they put it on the priority 
list and Talstra told them with a smile, "We don't know if it'll 
make thelist - -  we'll just have to wait and see." (Remember the 
police building mentioned above?) But time could be running 
out. Museum society president Mamie Kerby says they must have 
council's decision by the middle of next month. 
And if theiridea is rejected, or the decision comes too late, 
they won't be hiring Challenge 89 students to run the park -- it 
takes a lot of time and effort to manage the park, do the books, 
and run the errands. We'll revert o what once was, and with 
volunteer help, the park will be open but on a much reduced 
schedule. 
But of Course there is still some money around. The city still 
has $130,000 of a $162,000 provincial grant to fix up ourpool 
(the missing $32,000 was spent en a study to find out it would 
cost too much) but that's goini back out to tender, on a reduced 
scale, and we won't know what the new figures will be until the 
end of the month. 
7 • " . .  f 
Computalk 
by Ralner Giannella 
Certif ied Date Processor 
• . , j -  - 
NEW VIEWS - -  A different epproach ] 
to computer accounting, i~ ii !: ..... 
I New Views is a more recent entry inthe comr 
accounting field than ACCPAC or BEDFORD. 
been the fastest growing package in sales in sout ...... 
:Canada for the past two years, it is only recently gaining - 
acceptance within the Northwest. At a retail price of 
$1100~$1200 (complete with Canadian Payroll), it falls mid: 
way between Bedford at the low end and full-fledged - 
ACCPAC at the high end, : 
New .Views' approach is radically different from 
acc0untmg programs. Whereas in Bedford and ACCPAC one :':!i~::) I '!iii:!i/:::'::' 
follows sequential step-by-step procedures controlledby a : 0 :~': :~: 
sequence of menus, the New Views user works directly on . . . .  =~ 
docun~ents, be they reports, ledger cards, or actual invoices 
and receipts. Using New Views is almost exactlY like working 
on manual books, with the computer taking care of the 
arithmetic and the balancing of the cross accounts. One user 
has likened New Views to a computerized 'one-write' system 
in that aft entry anywhere in the system will automatically 
update all related items throughout the set of books. As a 
result, data entry in New Views can be from 40 percent to 70 
percent faster than in most competing packages. 
New Views has a number of features which caused quite a 
stir in the accounting profession when it first hit the market. 
The most controversial of those is the user capability to edit . • 
(change) transactions after initial entry. This freedom to edit 
can be constrained by a multiple level password system . • 
whereby the auditor or comptroller can prevent changes to 
transactions prior to certain cutoff dates. Now that New 
Views has been in use for a couple ofyears, most users and - ,  
observers in the industry conclude that New Views' complete 
flexibility insetup combined with its fully integrated ap  
preach and its analytical tools make New Views an extreme- 
ly powerful accounting and financial management tool in the 
hands of an experienced accountingpractitioner. 
However, users with more limited bookkeeping ability can 
run the risk of getting themselves into trouble with New 
Views' flexible features (much like beginning drivers may • 
have difficulty controlling high'-powered sports cars). As one .... 
local accountant said to me a ~vhile back: "For me it's the 
greatest accounting package on the market, but I wouldn't 
dare let some of my clients near it..." 
New Views has a couple of other drawbacks slowing its . . . . . .  
adoption. Because of its extensive features, it requires a .- 
more powerful computer to run anything beyond a trivial set 
of books. Although it wiH...run on your bargain basement hard 
drive IBM-XT compatible, its slowness of response on such a 
machine can get annoying after a while. Therefore it is best• 
to run New views on an AT level machine (i.e., 286) or higher. 
A set of books on New Views will require substantially more 
disk space than an equivalent set on ACCPAC or Bedford, so, 
depending on your other requirements, you may need a 
larger size disk. Local support levels are still not as good as . 
those for ACCPAC and Bedford in that untilxecently it was 
not locally available and even now is only stocked by one 
computer retail outlet. Also until recently few local account- 
ants have had hands-on experience with it. However, recent • : 
increased adoption of New Views within the region has now 
made it a viable option for Northwest businesses looking for ~: 
something different from ACCPAC and Bedford. 
In concluding this series on accounting programs, I want 
to stress that there is no perfect accounting package for all 
users. Each of the major contenders has its advantages and , 
its drawbacks. In short, Bedford: good capability at a bargain 
price but restrictions in capacity that may rule out mid-sized 
and larger businesses; ACCPAC: unlimited capacity but 
expensive and awkward to use in some operations; New 
Views: mid-range price, great flexibility, but needs more 
computer resources and a user with a good understanding • of
accounting. When choosing an accounting package, 
whether it's one of these or one of a number of lesser known 
packages, make sure that what you choose fits your busi- 
ness as the big cost in switching to computer accounting is
not the price on the package but the learning and conversion 
time spent by you and your staff. 
There's also $4,823 remaining in last year's convention promo- 
tion budget of $5,000. This budget offered $1 for every partici- 
pant in a regional or provincil event hosted by a local club. The 
fund wasn't over-used and the little left might be better spent on 
something that's already working. And if you need a clue, 
Heritage Park hosted 4,500 guests last year, many from the prov- 
ince, but also a great number from the United States, the Orient, 
Australia: Japan and Egypt. Sounds like it could be a winner 
.with a little bit of help . . . . .  
/ , ,  
w 
~;:!:!~ ['he fii,e'niember team of the 
-:~!:Caledorfia Senior Secondary Sci- 
' ence Club didn't pick up any 
/medaiS. •at the UBC Physics 
Oli~pes last weekend, but ac-  
:cot clingto: teacher AI Wootton, 
. nobody lreally cared; 
"i-,iiThere were 56 teams compet- 
irig. in:.:: the .OlYmPics and the 
Caledonia kids were winners in 
their ownright -- they had fun, 
~ir!projects were a success, 
and they learned more in one 
weekend than anyone in town. 
Wootton says the students 
gained in every way. Thoy had 
the experience of the trip, they 
got to gee what other students in 
the province are doing, and 
maybe the biggest plus of the 
trip, they had a tour of UBC. 
And Wootton says they were 
impressed:• "It's a pretty big 
place." And, they learned, 
"They all decided they would 
take their first year of university 
atthe college." • 
Terrace Review-- Wednesday, March 22, 1989:23 
:win, but tllat's physics 
These five members of the Caledonia Senior Secondary School Science Club competed in the UBC Physics 
Olympics in Vancouver on March 18. Pictured above (left to right) are: Nathan Wilkerson, Matthew Albert, Jeff 
Tupper, Jeremy Smith and Tony Marques. 
College, high school students 
raise $4,500 for famine relief 
These Caledonia students are part of a group of 30 that raised about $3,000 in pledges dur- 
Ing a 30-hour "famine" last week. The money will go toward relief work and supplies for 
Africa. Lara Taylor topped Individual efforts with $1,100, and she may qualify for a one-year 
scholarship on a World Vision project. 
There wasn't a lot of lead time to get organized, but 31 
NWCC students managed to raise about $1,500 anyway, 
and that helps make the South American village of Acude 
dos Pinheros a winner. And as Is seen in the eyes of college 
student Doug Boyd above, their eyes were as big as their 
• mOuths as feast followed famine. 
II 
getting married... 
This basket -holds 
Information and 
gifts especially 
helpful for you. 
Call your 
• Welcome Wagon 
' hostess today. 
Phone ' 6,11k12~1 
CFTK's Owen Gresves lasted through the NWCC World Vl- 
sign 30.Hour Famlne as dld NWCC recreation coordinator 
Klm Cordelro. Wlth only good feellngs (and a couple of 
hamburgers) as thelr reward for the effort, they. are seen 
above offering mutual support. These two may never dlet 
again. 
LTO. 
I WEDNESDAY IS 
~ :~ DIRTY ' SHIRT 
~....._.. '~ DAY 
. . . .  on, S1.10 
Men's or Ladies" cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
v, Only ddve.thru In town 
, , ,  Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thomhlll Public Market 
: 
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.... • Specu la t iOn  f ,o l l  
. :~i !/ Monday the B.C, Minister of 
Advanced Education, .Start 
H~en,  made his. lons-awalted 
response to the Provincial Ac. 
cess Committee •on.  Post- 
Secon~ Education, and at: 
first: glance it didn't appear to 
Offer much for the North. But 
according to N0rthwest' com- 
munity College president Don 
Anderson. there may be much 
more th~i t  appears on the sur- 
face --  and there could still be 
much more to come. 
In hissl~-ch, Hagen spoke of 
great advances and "access for 
all". He said, "'Our future pros- 
perity depends on investments 
• we make today in our people." 
He spoke of $35,310,000 in new 
programs and increased capacity 
this year alone. He announced 
that over the ~ nexV six/years, 
15,000 spaces (8,600 in the Low- 
er Mainland) would be added to 
university programs and 3,000 
of these new spaces would be 
available this fall. 
DON ANDERSON:  Second 
year university t ransfer  • 
course at NWCC this • fall, 
But  then he announced the 
• details. A fitde more than 1,800 
of these new university spaces 
will go to lower mainland uni- 
versifies and colleges. The bal- 
ance will go to university. 
Colleges in Kelowna, Kamloops 
and Nanaimo who will be offer- 
ing "quality third-year universi- 
• , . ,  , , . ,  * , ,  . . . . .  • . 
: , " " '"  : . "  : " '  ' ~'": ' .  ~' . . . ' .  '~" . '  '" ' i - " ' " '  ~ . ty courses ' - -  there will be none.. , Hagen.did announee,, how- 
in the North, at leastnotyeL. ,  ever,~at~there was ".apprOval mium" ........ ..~ ..... . - , . , x ,  
All Hagen probed-that i~  in principal" .for~. . a 'self-But Anderson is:m~re opti~ / /.i : ~}:i 
affect our Northwest college sys' governing, i degree,granting mistic. It won't be c~nfirmed : :: ' 
tern this fall are/30 new pro~ .~versiwin :~e Norili, in this until the budget s~h is read ":'./ :-. 
grams andl,000 spaces in non- regard, he ~o~ced/another on Mar. 30, but Ander.son feels ~: 
university. ~0b-related training .ta~kforce to be f6rmed, lan "Ira, -certain that NwCC.  will be~of, / i  
and Adult Basic Education~ plementation Planning:Group". feting second year university 
Close. to 600of these will.be in.  This-. ,'group',',. according., to 
the Lower Maiuland, and :there :Hasen.- is .to recommend, by• 
may be little more. than 50 for. yeer,send an ,'action plan" for 
the en~e Northwest.. ~ setting up a Northern tmi~,ersity. 
And for the Native pop ul.a ~ He added to this, if the universi- 
tion, there,s ~-to-:be a .spec~m ty becomes a~ reality,: there {will 
provincial Task Force 0n Native be a~"Northem'Premium ''. By 
Post-Secondary Education - -  " this he: means•education nthe. 
the. North is represented by 
iar i lyn Norbey of  DeaseLake, 
Ter ry  Brown f rom.  New 
Hazeiton and New Aiyansh resi- 
.dent Ed McMillan. There's also 
$400,000 earmarked for ren0va- 
t io~ and equipment to offer ac- 
cess to adult special education 
for the disabled and  another 
$600,000 to provide more aid to 
college instructors and special 
education coordinators. 
• North..wlll. st i l l .  cost" :more, 
primarily due to classsize. :/~ 
There are a few other items 
coveied .m his speech; but  that 
would, appear to be l it ~for. the 
North. A few more seats inthe 
..trades; and if you want a .univer- 
sity degree, pay the price and 
head south. And this can cost 
promising' students in the North 
up to $8,000 a year, adding up 
to $40,000 for a professional 
transfer courses this fall. He 
says they would be offering pro- 
grams in'all areas withtheexcep- 
' tion of "very specificapplied 
careers" such as Fine Arts and 
Engineering.-Also, he adds,• 
Smithers and Prince l~upert will 
be offering first year transfer 
courses for the fit-st time ever.. 
And by the end of the year, he 
says, the Implementation Plan, 
ning Group will have come up 
with a report that will be ac- 
cepted by Victoria. Therewill be 
a Northern University:i-- evew 
tuallyl He says a "cooperative 
relationship" isbeing developed 
by all threeN0rthern colleges 
and they are "all on the same 
track" in this regard' 
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A one-day workshop held recently, "Project Wild", taught ecology-oriented activities to local Guide leaders. And 
above, project instructor Bill Hayes has about two dozen of these volunteers going through one of these ac- 
tivities - -  the "Habitat Lap Sit". Each leader represents either food, water, shelter or space, and when one of 
~ : : : these elements is asked to leave the circle, It collapses - -  Just as our environment Would if it weren't for good en. i . - - - -~AA | A ~ A  
vironmental prauuc;ee. 
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and WINE STORE COLD BEER 
Monday to Fdday Satanlsy, 8aadsy - -  ~ IhlMays - -  
I0 a.m. to 11 p,m. 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. 11 aom. to II p.m. ~ 
